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EDITORIAL
This special double issue of HISTORICAL DIVER is dedicated to the memory of Captain Jacques Yves Cousteau, the diver
who gave us the passport to the Silent World.
We are privileged to have our friend Jean-Michel Cousteau record the "Legacy of Hope" that his father has given to us, and to
future generations of divers.
Historically, much of the Captain's later career has become common knowledge to the divers of the world through his films,
books and television programs. However, little is generally known of Jacques Cousteau's early career and his underseas journey
that led to the publication of The Silent World and the formation of U.S. Divers. His sad passing presents an opportunity for divers
to reacquaint themselves with this adventurous time in diving history when he emerged out of post World War II France, and
began to establish himself and the Aqualung internationally.
Jacques Yves Cousteau. The Pioneering Years, "Allons Voir" records Jacques Cousteau's diving development during the
period from 1936 to 1953, and details the contributions of some of the Americans who were instrumental in popularizing both
Captain Cousteau and the Aqualung, throughout the world.
To assist members who may seek a fuller knowledge of Jacques Cousteau's early work, we have published a guide to some of
the books that record this period. This will enable readers to trace and locate the various publications and, hopefully, gain a greater
appreciation of Cousteau's significant early contributions.
With this issue, HISTORICAL DIVER also celebrates it's Five Year Anniversary. We would like to thank everyone who has
submitted an article and has, and still has, the patience to stick with us while we try to produce a balanced publication. We would
also like to acknowledge our loyal band of sponsors and advertisers who have helped to keep our struggling 'baby' alive, and our
team of Contributing Editors from around the world that regularly amaze us with their research. Finally we wish to thank the
Society Board of Directors and every Society member who have trusted us to deliver a publication that is, for us, a genuine labor
of love.
We hope we have done justice to your trust.
Leslie Leaney and Andy Lentz.
Editors
HISTORICAL DIVER No.l3 Fall1997
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A Legacy of Hope
by JEAN-MICHEL COUSTEAU
Reprinted with the permission of SKIN DIVER Magazine
He is forever etched in our memory: the laughing Frenchsome process, forever limited by the umbilical link to the surman in the red cap, the ethereal diver, the ship's captain squintface. But he scorned these limits, as he had all others. His reing defiantly into the teeth of an Antarctic blizzard. We are
sponse was to perfect the regulator, which later became part of
inundated with images of Jacques Cousteau. Sound-bite obituarthe Aqua-Lung. Once underwater, he achieved an unparalleled
ies show him accepting theN ational Geographic Society Medal
degree of freedom. His curiosity could roam at will-well, alof Honor from President John F. Kennedy, conferring with
most. Soon he pushed the limits of time, depth and his physiolFrench President Charles de Gaulle, discussing technical deogy. For a time, he thought he could overcome this by oxygenating his own blood but, in the end, he decided to build the
tails with Monaco's Prince Rainier and Princess Grace. His
submersibles Denise and the famed Sea Fleas.
own films show him poring over maps, readying equipment
and, of course, moving effortlessly through the water.
Still frustrated by the human body's inability to merge comBut there was more to him and to the drama of his life than
pletely with the marine environment, he delved into saturation
diving. His three undersea habitats, Conshelf I, II and III, enever went on film. How many people knew he was an inspiring
abled crew members to actually live unpoet in French and English? A
derwater, acclimatizing themselves to
painter of polished portraits? A
musician who enlivened long
the rigors of depth and working at undersea construction sites. Conshelf was
voyages by playing the accoras close to the ideal of the manfish as
dion and piano?
my father would come. His prototypes
Who was Jacques Cousteau,
were built not to make money but to acthe man? I will always rememcomplish specific tasks and to satisfy his
ber him as a person of relentcuriosity. Once this had been settled, he
less curiosity. His expeditions
moved on. "Nous allons voir."
usually began with a simple
'Allons voir"- let's go see. The
In passing, my father has been eulogized as a great environmentalist. But
normal field of vision was althe story is more complex and more
ways too narrow for him, for he
human than that. Jacques Cousteau was
hungered to understand life in
not an environmentalist to begin with.
all its myriad manifestations.
Tightly interwoven with his
He was an explorer. There is no more
curiosity was a total inability to
dramatic or ironic illustration of this than
Calypso herself. After sizing up the loaccept defeat. He knew his own
mind, he knew his own goals
cal marine world, his curiosity deand there was no dissuading
ell manded more far-flung expeditions. He
him from doing things the way
~ needed a ship and, together with my
he thought best. On his family,
8 mother, he procured the WWII mine
friends and crew, the effect of
£ sweeper Calypso. Curiosity led him
© around the Mediterranean and into the
this legendary willfulness was
sometimes intimidating and
Red Sea.
Jean-Michel and Jacques Cousteau.
sometimes maddening, but the
In 1954, British Petroleum enlisted his
help in the search for oil in the Persian
result usually turned out to be
Gulf. Technicians aboard Calypso discovered oil using a new
inspiring.
sensing technology. My father delivered an industrial film of
In fact, this synergy between curiosity and will is what made
the trip, called "Station 307." With the money he made, my
him famous. As a 10 year old boy he spent a summer at a camp
father
and his young assistant Louis Malle, made "The Silent
in Vermont. But all was not as idyllic as it could have been. He
World," which won an Oscar and a Palme d'Or at Cannes and
refused to ride horses and, as a punishment, was directed to
dive into chilly Lake Harvey and clear submerged branches
established his cinematic reputation. But for my father, the fofrom around the boat dock. Typically, he turned this misforcus was still curiosity. From the Persian Gulf, Calypso wantune into a challenge, spending more and more time underwadered wherever my father's imagination took her - the Red
ter, holding his breath.
Sea, the Indian Ocean and beyond.
What made Jacques Cousteau an environmentalist? It was
Further down the line, on the eve of World War Two, he was
simply his many years of exploration. As he revisited old haunts,
an aspiring pilot. After a car crash left him critically injured,
he noticed the heavy footprint of humanity in the form of an
doctors told him he would be paralyzed. Once more he defied
the odds and returned to the water. It was therapy but it was
appalling deterioration of marine vitality. His irritation turned
also a new challenge: If he could not fly through the air, he
to concern for the future- where would it end?
would fly through the sea!
About the same time, Rachel Carson published her landmark
This, too, was initially denied him. Diving was a cumberbook, The Silent Spring, and a new environmental con-

f
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sciousness took hold in the United States and elsewhere. My father spoke
out and became the unofficial voice of the oceans.
He had a unique way of communicating with people, in his films and in
person. He would not bombard his audience with facts and figures but
take them on a vicarious odyssey of discovery. His words were like those
of an hypnotist, suggesting images. In effect, he was following the thread
of his own curiosity, narrating his own journey as he went along. This
captivated us all, because it became, in some way, our own journey.
There were always critics. Scientists in particular derided his efforts as
"entertainment." But he knew what he was doing. Scientists, he believed,
were very poor communicators. His mission was to generalize, to popularize and to awaken the passion for exploration in ordinary people. How
many people became scientists because as children they were inspired by
Cousteau films? Quite a few.
~
With this passion for discovery, my father absorbed something else, a ~
love for the planet. As a lover of life, my father approached filmmaking
as a celebration of the wondrous diversity of life on earth. This was the root of his desire to protect. As he told me during the
Amazon expedition in 1982, "People protect what they love." So, with the curiosity of a child overcome with wonder, he never
tired of sailing the seas, discovering something new and exciting, bringing back stories to "show and tell."
In 1988 it was my tum to show and tell. My team, aboard the windship Alcyone, was filming in Papua New Guinea. It was a land
totally unknown to my father, and I looked forward to playing guide. He arrived aboard Calypso and together we dived of Hermit
Island. It was a special moment for me, to be able to share with him something beautiful, as he had done so many times for me. But
the dive would prove remarkable on another level. There was a lot of current and I could see my father was struggling. Considering his age- he was in his late 70s- it was remarkable he was in the water at all, but he gave it his best effort. Finally, after a time,
he signaled to me that he was aborting the dive. Back aboard the ship, he sat exhausted, barely able to speak. For the first time, my
father appeared mortal. I watched for a sign of defeat, fearing that, at last, something had gotten the better of him. As his lips
opened to speak, I could almost hear the words I feared: "I cannot dive anymore." But instead, there was his usual determination.
With a big smile and his eyes sparkling he said, "Well, it looks like I'll have to design equipment for old people!"
And he did. A new system placed the regulator on his chest, closer to the center of gravity of his lungs, making it easier for him
to breathe and extending his diving career for several more years.
This summer, as I visited him in hospital shortly before he died, I looked for that same determination. But all I saw was pain.
Physical pain, to be sure, but also the pain of submission to a force stronger than his own will. The pain of losing the last battle.
Just four days after laying my father to rest in his home town in the Bordeaux region of France, I found myself leading a group
dive in the Channel Islands of Southern California. I begged the
indulgence of the participants and descended solo through the
kelp forest to a spot on the sandy bottom where I could kneel in
a shaft of sunlight. Here, for the first time in many years, we
were alone together, my father and I. All around me, the water
seemed infused with his presence, and I realized that although
the guru had departed, his legacy of eternal curiosity remained.
And so does a host of followers, millions strong, who take pleasure in the magic of diving. They share in his legacy and they
also carry the burden of responsibility of his work. They are the
eyes of humanity, seeing what others cannot. They must become
~ ambassadors of the environment, if we are to protect what we
g love. In our love and our protection, the spirit of Jacques Cous"J: teau lives on.
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HDSUSA- New Board of Directors
The Board of Directors of the Society held their annual meeting at Monterey, California during the Dive into History weekend.
Directors retiring from the 1997 Board at this meeting were Steve Barsky, Andy Lentz and Nyle Monday. The 1997 Board
approved the nominations of Bob Christiansen, Shane Anderson and James Forte and these three divers join the 1998 Board of
Directors. The annual election of officers was also held. The Board of Directors, officers and staff for 1998 are as follows.
Chairman. Captain Paul Linaweaver M.D., U.S.N. Rtd. Secretaryffreasurer. James Forte Directors. Bonnie Cardone, Skip
Dunham, Bob Kirby, Nick Icorn, Bob Christiansen, Steve Chaparro, Shane Anderson. Executive Director. Leslie Leaney, Society
Administrator, Andy Lentz.

New Society Directors.

James Forte, Bob Christiansen and Shane Anderson
Bob Christiansen. A California native, Bob started free diving in 1949 and joined the U.S. Navy in 1953. During his four year
service he went through 2nd Class Diving School using Mark V's and Jack Browne gear and became a member of U.D.T. team II.
On leaving the service his interests turned to recreational diving and he became N.A.U.I. Affiliate Instructor #13 and also a
Y.M.C.A. Instructor. In the early 1960's he entered the commercial diving industry working with Treen Diving, General Offshore
Divers and Ocean Systems. In 1969 Bob became an instructor at Santa Barbara City College Marine Technical Program and was
department Chair from 1979 to 1985. He is currently involved with Diving Systems International working on their units for the
movie "SPHERE." During filming Bob's unquestionable? star qualities were realized by director Barry Levinson who cast him in
the screen role of a diving instructor. Catch him soon at your local movie theater.
Shane Anderson. Born in Santa Barbara, California, Shane is a graduate of Moss Landing Marine Laboratory and holds a B.S. in
Biological Sciences. While studying Marine Biology at Santa Barbara City College in 1965 he became a certified SCUBA diver
at Divers Den. As a student in 1969 he became a Scientific Diver at Moss Landing Marine Laboratory. Once out of college he
worked as a Diver/Collector for Pacific Bio Marine in Venice CA. where he collected live marine specimens for research institutions worldwide. In 1975 he accepted the position of Collector/Naturalist and became a Scientific Research Diver for the UCSB
Marine Lab. Currently he is Supervisor or Marine Operations for the marine lab and dives in the Santa Barbara Channel on an
average of two to three days a week collecting marine specimens for researchers. Shane has authored articles on various aspects
of marine life for diving magazines and scientific journals.
James Forte. At 27 years old James brings a younger view of diving history and experience to the Board. He started diving in
1977 and graduated S.B.C.C.M.T.D. in 1992. He is an S.S.I. and N.A.U.I. instructor and currently North American sales manager
for SUBAL and general manager of Sea Optics USA Already an accomplished underwater photographer, his work has appeared
in Discover Diving, Adventure West and Scuba Times. A portfolio of some of his finest work can be seen in the DEMA edition of
Discover Diving.

SECRETARY'S NOTE BOOK
This section of the magazine will serve to update readers on some of the various Board agenda items that are approved as the
Society continues to expand. I am delighted to have been appointed Society Secretary and I look forward to assisting the new
Board and membership in the challenges ahead. James Forte.
I. A sponsorship program that rewards current members who recruit new members for the Society has been approved. Details are
on page 11.
2. Effective January 1, 1998, annual membership dues will be as follows. Individual $35, Family $45,
Canada and Mexico $45.00, Overseas $50.00 and Corporate $100. These are the first increases in membership dues since the
Society was founded in 1992.
3. The Membership Register will be continue to be supplied as part of the New Members package.
To help control costs and eliminate overproduction, updated Registers will be available to members in March of each year for $6
including domestic postage, $10 overseas.
6
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American Sport Diving Pioneers

E.R. Cross

Bob and Bill Meistrell

Zale Parry

AI Tillman

Jim Stewart

Dick Anderson
Bev Morgan, center, with the
Meistrells

BevMorgan

Several of America's sports diving pioneers recently gathered for a photographic reunion in La Jolla California. The occasion
was organized by the PADI Society's magazine, AQUA, who were featuring the divers in their premiere issue under the heading
"Diving's First Wave." Local HDSUSA members were invited to assist in the event which took place at Scripps Institute of
Oceanography. To obtain a copy of AQUA magazine featuring a color spread of the divers contact your nearest PADI dive store.
All photos © Kent Rockwell and Leslie Leaney.
HISTORICAL DIVER No.13 Fall1997
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D.H.S.A.S.E.A. Founding Directors.
President and Executive Officer, Bob Ramsay. Bob's involvement in diving started in
Scotland in 1966 and progressed from recreational to professional in the early 1970's.
He worked as a mixed gas bounce and saturation diver in the North Sea before moving
into hyperbarics in 1989. In 1994 he became a director of Divers Alert Network S.E.
Asia-Pacific and is also a Foundation Member of the Hyperbaric Technicians and Nurses
Association. He is currently Senior Hyperbaric Technician at the Royal Adelaide Hospital Hyperbaric Medicine Unit. The proud owner of a divable 1945 DESCO U.S. Navy
Mark V he also maintains an ever expanding diving library.

Secretary, Peter Fields. Born Auckland, New Zealand. Started scuba diving in 1961.
First dive with Porpoise set (upside down twin tank single hose rig- see Historical Diver
#11). CMAS Instructor 1969. Co-founded NZ's first 'pay-for-tuition' dive school. Commercial Diver and partner Diver Services NZ Ltd. in the early seventies. Sold interest in
Diver Services 1977 and sailed on yacht voyage with two companions to Southern Ocean
and South America. Dived Cape Hom 1977 and sundry places in extreme south of continent searching and diving shipwrecks (German light cruiser 'Dresden' at Juan Fernandez
Island et al.) and exotic places such as Easter Island. Emigrated to Sydney Australia in
1978 to manage wetsuit and equipment distributor Moray-Dacor. Established own company, Fields Henry Pty Ltd. in 1981 to be sole distributor in Australia for Dick Bonin's
Scubapro until1990. Subsequently a partner in Pacific Commercial Diving Supply; equipment supplier to the commercial field and the military. Sold interest to Advance Marine
Singapore 1994. Current business involvement: CDROM product 'World Travel Series'.
Co-discovered (with John Riley) Sydney's last big shipwreck- missing since 1919- the
collier 'Myola'. Still searching for other minor wrecks on a regular weekly basis. Burdened with a collection of ancient friends.

Treasurer, Henri Bource. Originally from Holland, Henri came to Australia in 1954
and started his lengthy association with diving in 1956. He became a recreational scuba
instructor and developed an interest in underwater photography. In 1964 he was attacked
by a Great White Shark while he was filming seals. He lost a leg in the attack and the
resulting media interest in his story prompted him to produce a 90 minute documentary
film on sharks. In 1965 he formed a successful commercial diving company to service
the offshore oil and gas industry. He still enjoys underwater filming and dives the Coral
Sea and Papua New Guinea annually. He is currently working with the Melbourne Hyperbaric Centre.

International Liaison Director, Graeme Roberts. Graeme started diving in 1956 and
was an early member of the Victoria Sub Aqua Club, making his own aqualung apparatus from converted oxygen regulators. His interest in photography prompted him to start
manufacturing his own underwater camera housings and in 1974 he founded Sea Optics
Australia. An accomplished underwater photographer, his diving has taken him to numerous exotic locations. He is currently President of Sea Optics USA and Vice President
of Subal USA. Well known in the recreational diving industry he currently spends his
year commuting across the Pacific between his businesses in Adelaide and California.
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LINE DANCING DOWNUNDER
When the newly formed DHS ASEA (Diving Historical Society
of Australia and South East Asia), planned an event in the Australian city of Melbourne, some of their members suggested they do
something different to publicize the Society.
They certainly do things a little different 'downunder' because
member John Allen took up the challenge and organized Bootscootin'
Aquatica 97 in which ten helmet divers went underwater line dancing. The event received extensive national television, radio and press
coverage along with international press coverage as well.
The line dancing was only one part of the weekend however, as
the DHS ASEA got together for an informal meeting and drinks on
end day night. As the first official weekend it was a chance for many
members to meet each other for the first time.
Saturday was a full day organizing to get ten helmet divers into
the Harold Holt Memorial Swimming Pool at the same time, then
fending off the television camera when they got out.
At the Society dinner held on Saturday night President Bob Ramsay welcomed everyone officially to the DHS ASEA and spoke optimistically about its future. When a discussion was held as to what
could be done to top the line dancing underwater pogo stick riding
was suggested.
On a sadder note Bob Ramsay talked about the DHS ASEA's first
treasurer, and pioneer diver, Henri Bource, who was too ill to attend.
Peter Fields, (Secretary) and Jeff Maynard (Historical Diver's
Australian Editor) presented awards.
The Best Presented Equipment Award went to Darren Skerman
for his 1918 Mk 5 Schrader.
Most Original Equipment Award went to Bob Ramsay for his
1943 Mk5 Desco.
The Best Dressed Crew went to 'Helmet Fetish' of Sydney. Helmet Fetish, operated by Graham and Margarita Weir had organized
five suits to travel 500 miles to attend the event and their support
was greatly appreciated.
Earlier in the day, Ben Cropley (1970 Siebe Gorman) had been
awarded the "Best Underwater Line Dancer".
Sunday's activities were held at the Polly Woodside Maritime
Museum. Jeff Maynard showed part of a 1931 Australian film called
Lovers and Luggers. An adventure set around the pearl diving industry the climax featured helmet divers fighting it out underwater.
Bob Wallace-Mitchell, who with Ted Eldred and Cmdr. Maurie
Batterham (RAN), was responsible for the invention and development of the single hose regulator, addressed the group.
Kevin Hood, a Commonwealth
Salvage Board Diver from 1942 to
1945 also spoke on his experiences.
Bob Ramsay spoke on the growing interest in collecting old diving books and prints.
The meeting then finished and
was followed by a barbecue lunch
so that interstate visitors would
have time to drive home.
Overall it was a great weekend
and Society members all agree that
things will only get bigger and better in the future.
John Allen in his Mark V.
HISTORICAL DIVER No.l3 Fa111997

"The Magnificent Ten"- All members of the "Bottom of the
Harbour Dance Company" pose for dozens of cameras after
setting a world record for Underwater Line Dancing.
THE UNDERWATER LINE DANCERS
John Allen (Yokohama), Ben Cropley ( 1970 Siebe Gorman),
Line Kirby (Siebe Gorman), Mandy Jones (1944 Mk5), Darren
Skerman ( 1918 Mk5 Schrader), Peter Weir (Toa 12 Bolt), John
Balson (Shanghai Diving Works 12 Bolt), Michael Graves (3
Bolt Russian), Graham Weir (6 Bolt Siebe Gorman), Bob
Ramsay ( 1943 Mk5 Desco ).

Historical Divers Australian editor Jeff Maynard with Kevin
Hood and Bob Ramsay.

DHSASEA
presents
American equipment designer

BOB KIRBY
for a lecture series on diving history.
Adelaide-February16 and 28
Port Lincoln-February 21
Sydney-March 3
For full details on this unique programme
contact 61 08 85 58 2970
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Society Logo
The Society logo depicts a helmet manufactured in London
around the middle of the last century by Augustus Siebe, who is
generally considered the father of deep sea diving. In much the
same way that Cousteau's Aqualung launched the world's recreational diving, the designs incorporated in Augustus Siebe equipment provided a safe and efficient means for man to work under
the sea. It was this design of equipment that launched the trade of
the diver.
The Augustus Siebe helmet gained it's reputation for safety
during it's use on the wreck of the Royal George in 1840. The
combination of features incorporated in this design became the standard for helmet construction throughout most of the world and certain features even made it into the design of
modern day space suits. In 1857 August Siebe commissioned a portrait which depicted him
in the company of several of his inventions, including his diving helmet. Last year the HDS
replaced the missing headstone on Siebe's grave with one incorporating an image of his
diving helmet (HD #10). Augustus Siebe's company evolved into Siebe Gorman who supplied diving equipment to Navies and Governments throughout the world. Siebe Gorman
Augustus Siebe
later evolved into Siebe PLC who are still based in England but operate globally through
over 150 companies, employing over 43,000 people. Nearly halftheir business is conducted
in North America. They are no longer involved in the manufacture of diving equipment, but, like the HDS, have taken an
active interest in preserving the unique and important contributions that their Founder made to the technology of diving.
Official Society Logo pins in sterling silver and brass finish are available on page 52.

NEW MEMBERS
OCEANIC
Charles W. Milos
James Shuttleworth
Francis Douglas Fane
William L. Crafton
Gregory S. Sanders
Steve Paulus
David Attebery
Peter and Sharon Readey
E. Benton Tackitt
Tim Newsome
Manfred Vohsel, Germany
George E. Thompson
Jack Daniels Esq.
Perry Olshein
Joseph Alfano
Mikah Dusette
Hillary Hauser
Joseph P. Buckley
Erin O'Rourke
Gerald Clouser
BOB EVANS DESIGNS, INC.
Mark Bottoms
David E. Swan
Sally Benson
Keith Chase
Alan & Patricia Studley
Lovell & Libby Langstroth
Alfred H. Boehm
Justin Dubowitz
Evan Bowen
Jim and Jennifer Hayward
Captain Terry Wilson
THE UNDERSEA COMPANY
David D. Hartmann
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The Board of Directors of the HDSUSA and DHSASEA wish to extend their thanks
to the following new members for their support, and welcome them to the Society.
Aram L. Bronston
James D. Gilbeaut
John W. Cheesman
Leonard Greenstone
Ross Boxleitner
Larry & Carol Dooley
Joel Klammer
Richard Moore, New Zealand
Michael D. Giltzow
Wilson M. Bane
Dan Medows
Joseph Sibiga
Stefan Deters
TORRANCE CIVIC LIBRARY
RANCHO PALOS VERDES LIBRARY
REDONDO BEACH MAIN LIBRARY
LONG BEACH PUBLIC LIBRARY
SAN PEDRO PUBLIC LIBRARY
Kevin S. Donnelly
Howard L. White
Mike Anghera
Stephen Cousineau
A. J. Field
Bill Crow
Julie Taylor Shreeves, Singapore
Jeff Hakko, Turkey
Marc Greenwell
Terry Thompson
H. Wayne Smithson
Jim Burgess
Edward H. McGann
James H Bradley
Greg Lalonde
Jack Bartlett
Jeff Bozanic
Frank Zeigler, Australia

Chris Roper
Raymond Medeiros
Brian Koneval
Robin Jacoway
Ross Saxon PhD
Harry Pecorelli III
Warren Link
Sean Anderson
Jay Andrews
Don Gilbert
COLLEGE OF OCEANEERING
Sven Landro, Norway
Sandy MacAlister, Hong Kong
Mel Brown, Australia
Cosmos Coroneos, Australia
Ben Cropley, Australia
Chandran, Singapore
Brian Davies, Australia
Michael J. Frew, Australia
Kevin Hood, Australia
Mark Hill, Australia
Norma Hoare, Australia
Glen Johnston, Australia
Paul M. Mortimer, Australia
Peter A. Manz, P.N.G.
Christopher Meehna, Australia
T.D. Preece, Australia
Ken Smith, Australia
Darren L. Skerman, Australia
Anthony T. Turner, Australia
Richard Taylor, Australia
Patrick J. Washington, Australia
James Windschuttle, Australia
Terry M. Walters, Singapore
Neil Whiting, P.N.G.
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NEW
HDS USA Sponsor Incentive Program

Earn up to $682.00 in HDS Merchandise
This program is designed to benefit the Society goals and you directly, by working to expand our membership. We need your
help in order to make this successful. Here's how it works:
Each existing member has a membership number which now also becomes your sponsor number. For every new member that
you sponsor for HDS USA membership, you will receive one point of credit towards collectable HDS USA merchandise as a
reward for your efforts. This system is cumulative, so that the number of your awards grow along with the Society. The program
expires January 1. 1999. HDS USA headquarters will keep a computerized balance of sponsors with each application sent in.
Sponsors receive credit for new members only. Credit will not be given for member renewals. Awards are subject to availability.
The Society will mail your award as you reach each level. You may inquire about your sponsor balance at any time by phone, fax,
e-mail or post.
New Members/Points
2 members
5 members
10 members
25 members
40 members

HDS USA color embroidered patch. ($5.00 value).
HDS USA embroidered polo. (Outerbanks $30.00 value).
HDS USA 8" cold cast bronze diver statue by Augustin Rodriguez. ($155.00 value- your
choice of MKV, Superlite or others as offered in Historical Diver).
Two volume limited edition set of DEEP DIVING AND SuBMARINE OPERATIONS by Sir Robert
Davis. ($195.00 value).
A copy of HELMETS OF THE DEEP by Leon Lyons. ($297 value. Limited to stock in print).

We feel this program will benefit everyone and help spread the word about the HDS USA and the unique benefits of belonging
to a dedicated group of enthusiasts, as well as supporting a public benefit nonprofit organization. Each of us can easily sponsor
several friends, or family members, even give a gift membership for someone with an interest in diving history. Anyone is eligible
to become an HDS USA member, divers and non-divers alike. Remember, HDS USA is a volunteer nonprofit organization. All of
our efforts are focused on building our organization so that we can preserve the broad interests of diving history and enrich your
involvement with the Society as a member. We look forward to sharing the adventures of diving history with all of you.
The Board of Directors.

Classic Diving
Due to prevailing liability laws the HDSUSA
does not conduct any in-water activities.
Working Equipment Groups, (WEG 's) consist of
divers who actively restore and operate classic
and antique diving equipment. The activities of
WEG s are not official HDSUSAfunctions, and
are not functions of our Chapters. This column
is provided solely for the interest of our readers.

Greg Platt with Bob
Rusnak s triple-tank scuba
set at NEWEG's 1997
Memorial Day Rally.
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NEW JERSEY: NEWEG. P.O. BOX 759, Middleville, NJ
07855,201-948-5618 or Jim Folk at Scuba Venture in Sinking
Spring, PA, 610-678-2688. Working equipment impresario Jim
Boyd has set a Web page for devotees of classic gear. Visit
Jim's interesting site at www.geocities.com/yosemitelrapids/
3435. The 1998 Memorial Day Rally has been rescheduled to
the D-Day weekend of June 6,7 and 8, and may possibly have
a more military flavor. The group will be at Beneath The Sea
on March 20-22. Unconfirmed rumors have it that Jim is interested in hearing from any one who may be able to place limpet
mines under a N.J. company yacht.
GULF COAST. TEXAS. Contact Paul Schenk, 3600 Bay Area
Boulevard, Houston, TX 77058, Phone (713) 486-8312.
John Hoover advises us that the group has been working closely
with the Nimitz Museum of the Pacific, assisting in reenactments involving UDT and helmet diving operations. The group
is looking for a complete U.S.N. MkV jake rig to set up in the
Museum for display. For more info contact John at (512) 462
2372. Paul Schenck may add a Soviet 3-bo1t rig to his working
gear inventory. He also has a Web page covering the activities
in Texas. Check it out at www.geocities.com/yosemite/rapids/4817
FLORIDA: Treasure Coast. Contact John GaHagan, PO BOX
1039, Hollywood, FL. 33022 Phone: 305-989-1377.
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NEWS
Diving historian and author Eric Hannauer, had the rare opportunity to interview Advisory Board members Hans and Lotte Hass
earlier this year. Eric's interesting and revealing interview includes the couple's views of diving today and recollections of some
of their early adventures. It has been published in the current issue of Sport Diver which is available at dive stores. The photos
were courtesy of Historical Diver Magazine.
In the last issue we printed the wrong contact numbers for Singapore helmet collector P. K. Chandran. His correct numbers are
Phone 65 346 0630, Fax 65 346 1858.
An American subsidiary of Siebe P.L.C., Siebe Automotive, requires a model of a Siebe Gorman helmet to display in their booth
at the Detroit Automotive Show in February 1998. Siebe P.L.C. is the large Corporation that traces its origins back to Augustus
Siebe's London company of last century. We understand that Siebe Automotive is willing to pay a rental fee for the use of an
appropriate helmet. Please contact Andy or Leslie at the HDS office for further details.

Nyle Monday, the retiring Society Secretary is owed our apologies. We omitted to give him much deserved credit for his
research assistance with last issue's main article "Connections Between American and British Diving Patents 1800-1840." Our
apologies to Nyle, who has recently relocated from Santa Barbara to San Jose. We wish him well in his new location.
Another publication on diving history. The HDS Denmark has introduced a membership newsletter to record the history of their
region. The group has supplied Historical Diver with a translated disc which we hope to make use of in one of our future issues.

Auction News.
The following items were sold at the Maritime Antiques
Auction in San Rafael California in October. The descriptions are edited from the auction catalog with estimated prices
in ()followed by the realized prices EXCLUDING 10% buyers premium. For information on future Maritime Auctions
contact HDSUSA members Chuck and Jean Deluca at 207
363 4247.
U.S. Navy Mark V helmet by Schrader serial# 58B date 443. In very good condition. (est. $3000-$4000) $4250
Deep sea diver's knife. Very good condition. (est. $250$350) $200
Miller Dunn Divinhood # 3 with original weights. Front
and top port glass broken. (est. $1200-$1600) $2600
1978 Siebe Gorman diver's flashlight. Solid brass. (est.
$200-$300) $150
1937 copyright Andrew J. Morse Diving Apparatus catalog. Somewhat worn but content is fine. (est. $200-$300) $325

Calender
JAN. 24, HDSUSA Dive Into History. Santa Barbara, CA (805) 692-0072 fax (805) 692-0042.
JAN. 28-31, 1998, DEMA Show '98. Anaheim, CA. (619)294-2999, Fax (619) 294-6699.
FEB. 6-7, 1998. Pacific Chapter Meeting of the Undersea and Hyperbaric Medical Society. Salt Lake City, Utah.
FEB. 9-11,1998, Underwater Intervention '98. New Orleans, LA. (800) 316-2188. Fax (281) 893-5118.
FEB. (various dates), DHSASEA. A lecture series on diving history by Bob Kirby. For full details 61 08 85 58 2970.
MAR. 7-8, Boston Sea Rovers 44th Annual Show. Boston, MA 603-382-1386.
MAR. 9-11, 1998 Deepwater Pipeline Technology. First International Conf. New Orleans, LA. (713) 521-5929.
MAR. 10-13,1998 Oceanology Inti. Brighton, UK. +44 181 949 922.
MAR. 12-15, SEALAB DSSP Reunion. 1998, San Diego, CA Contact Bob Bornholdt (619) 224-2944.
MAR. 20-22, Beneath the Sea. New York.
APR. 2-5, ASIA DIVE EXPO '98. World Trade Center, Singapore Fax (65) 227-0913.
APR.17-19, Our World Underwater XXVIII. Chicago, IL, (312) 666-6525, fax (815) 398-0219.
APR. 20-22, 1998 Underwater Technology '98. Tokyo, Japan. Fax (619) 553 1915.
MAY 4-7,1998 Offshore Technology Conference. Houston, TX (972) 952-9451.
SEPT. 28-0CT.l,l998, Oceans '98. Nice, France 33 4929 64469. Fax 33 4929 63925.
NOV.16-19, 1998, MTS Ocean Comm. Conf. Celebrating 1998. the Int. Year of the Ocean. Baltimore, MD Fax 310-413-0200.
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Dive into History
Diving the Original1865
Rouquayrol and Denayrouze
Scuba Apparatus
Hosted by Jean-Michel Cousteau
Santa Barbara City College,
Santa Barbara, California
Saturday January 24 1998 at 9.30 am.
The Historical Diving Society USA and SEA PEARLS
in association with
The Jean-Michel Cousteau Institute, The Musee Joseph Vaylet, Espalion, France and
Santa Barbara City College Marine Technology Program
proudly present

The Original 1865 Rouquayrol and Denayrouze Scuba Apparatus
with presentations at the Garvin Theater by Philippe Rousseau, Nick Icom and Tom Burgess followed by
demonstration dives at the Marine Technology Department.
Displays of rare diving equipment from Nick !com's Museum of Diving History, the Kent Rockwell "Sea Hunt" Collection, AI
Betters West Coast U.D.T. and SEAL Museum, the Rob Shepard Collection, the Leslie Leaney Collection and, by special arrangement with Warner Brothers Pictures and Diving Systems International, complete self contained scuba systems and helmets from
the Michael Crichton movie "THE SPHERE." Displays by local dive stores, Santa Barbara Maritime Museum and regional
maritime nonprofit groups plus a grand raffle with great new equipment prizes. 400 TICKETS ONLY! First come, first served.
Admission to HDS members is by reservation only and is FREE. Phone 805-692-0072 or Fax 805-692- 0042 to reserve tickets.
One admission per member with valid I D. Please have your membership number when calling. Non member admission $5 in
advance, $7 at the door. Non member tickets are available from all Santa Barbara dive stores.

.
~
~

DEMAXXII

Anaheim Convention Center
Anaheim, California
~~
January 28-31
Jules Verne comes to DEMA!

SCUBA DIVING HISTORY
On display at SEA PEARLS booth 4345
A once in a life time opportunity to see the Original 1865
Rouquayrol and Denayrouze Scuba Apparatus from Musee
Joseph Vaylet, Espalion, France. See the original single
hose demand regulator and scuba diving equipment described by Jules Verne in his 1869 book 20,000 LEAGUES
UNDER THE SEAS. Meet the French divers from the Museum in the town where the equipment was designed and
tested over 130 years ago. Limited Edition Posters and
original French books available.
HISTORICAL DIVER No.13 Fall 1997

HISTORICAL DIVING SOCIETY USA
&
HISTORICAL DIVER MAGAZINE
Booth 1029 in Ocean Futures Pavilion
On booth duty will be Andy, Leslie, Gregg Platt, Jeff Dennis, Kent Rockwell and Sid Macken plus the usual mix of
members, directors, mossbacks and plain old diving legends wandering in and out. Full HDSUSA product line
with some surprises. Come by and say Hi.
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Jacques Yves Cousteau
The Pioneering Years
"Allons Voir"
By Leslie Leaney
"One morning in June, 1943, I went to the railway station at Bandol on the French Riviera and received a wooden case expressed from Paris. In it was a new and promising device, the results of years of struggle and dreams, an automatic compressedair diving lung conceived by Emile Gagnan and myself. I rushed it to Villa Barry where my diving comrades, Philippe Tailliez and
Frederic Dumas waited. No children ever opened a Christmas present with more excitement than ours when we unpacked the first
'aqualung'. If it worked, diving could be revolutionized."- Jacques Yves Cousteau, 1953.
Jacques Yves Cousteau's recollection of the greatly anticipated arrival of his Aqualung is the opening paragraph of his historic
1953 book THE SILENT WoRLD. The Cousteau-Gagnan Aqualung truly did revolutionize diving and its arrival heralded a new era in
human reentry into the sea. Since that day tens of millions of divers around the world have shared Cousteau's excitement as they
inspected their own "first" Aqualung, purchased from the stores or catalogs of an international recreational diving industry that
can trace its origins back to World War II France.
Captain Cousteau led a high profile public life that at the time of his recent death had made his name and image one of the most
instantly recognizable in the world. He had become a "household name." He will be remembered by the world for many great
achievements in his crusades for our seas, our environment and our future. His adventures have been recorded in an expansive
array of films and television programs, and certain of his books can be found in most diving libraries. He will not soon be
forgotten.
His life was a remarkable journey that led him to the pulpit of international influence. The first major step on that journey was
his co-invention of the Aqualung, and it is this invention that we divers continue to share with him practically every time we enter
the water. "Allons voir- Let us go see," was his rallying call that launched Calypso on her adventurous expeditions. The films
that Cousteau brought back gave most Americans their first glimpse of the colorful underwater world.
Captain Cousteau's passing now gives us good cause to reflect on his impact and influence on American diving. Our recreational diving industry is now almost 50 years old. It is based on, and primarily founded by, Cousteau's invention of the Aqualung.
His wonderfully captivating book The Silent World is generally considered the trail-head for American recreational scuba diving,
but Jacques Yves Cousteau explored an underwater pioneering path long before the book appeared in our book stores.
The following is a brief historical journey along some of the path that leads to The Silent World.
JACQUES THE LAD.

him and would be a continual motivating
Jacques Yves Cousteau was born on June
factor
throughout his life.
II, 1910 in the French town of SaintBy
the
time he was sixteen years old he
Andre-de-Cubzac, which stands on the
had become influenced by the movies of
banks of the Dordogne River. During his
the period, including the American exploits
childhood he learned to swim at Deauville,
of Max Linder, Charlie Chaplin and Buster
and when he was ten years old he left for
Keaton, and he began making his own short
New York with his parents. It appears that
films. The end credits of his Societe Zix prohis first underwater experiences came durduction company would read: Producer, Diing his stay in America. He attended summer camp at Lake Harvey in Vermont and
rector and Chief Cameraman, J. Cousteau.
joined other children in diving down toreHe also wrote and printed the first of his
move tree branches from the bottom of the
many books, Une Adventure Au Mexique.
:§' But his real love was film, and by the time
lake. Naturally, like most divers that were
to eventually follow him, he tried to see
~ he graduated in 1929, movies were very
~ much a part of his life. As will be seen, he
how long he could hold his breath under
~ had already developed a significant talent
water.
During his youth he developed an inter~ as a film maker prior to his co-invention of
© the Aqualung. It was this great ability to
est in things mechanical and was also atFree Diving Days. Dumas and
tracted to the cinema. When he returned to
present the beauty and drama of the underCousteau
warm themselves by a
France in 1922 he had accumulated enough
water world on film that would eventually
beach.fire
propel him, and the Aqualung, to internamoney from his allowance to purchase a
Pathe home movie camera, one of the first
tional prominence.
available in France. He soon disassembled it to see how it
worked. By the time he was fourteen, his underwater interest
EARLY NAVAL SERVICE.
led to an attempt to breathe through a pipe held above the surIn 1930 Cousteau carried his love of film into the French
face and he became curious when this method of underwater
Naval Academy at Brest. An outstanding student, he graduated
respiration did not work. This curious streak would remain with
second in his class. During 1932-33 he was assigned to the
14
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The Mediterranean Trio, "Les Mousqemers" Jacques Yves Cousteau, Philippe Tailliez and Frederick Dumas
P. Tailliez collection

French training ship Jeanne d'Arc, and was fortunate enough
to sail around the world. One of his ports of call was Los Angeles, California, and the opportunity that this presented to a foreign amateur film producer was obviously not lost on Jacques.
Not only did he manage to visit the Hollywood film studios
but he also got to meet Claudette Colbert and Douglas
Fairbanks.
After a stint as the chief officer at the French naval base in
Shanghai, China, he took an adventurous trip across Asia back
to France, passing through the Soviet Union and Afghanistan.
Once home, he enrolled in the Naval aviation school at Hourtin,
an Atlantic coastal town west of Bordeaux. His ambition was
to become a naval aviator, but this career path abruptly ended
when he crashed his father's car in the mountains a few weeks
prior to graduation. One arm was broken in five places and the
other so paralyzed that it was a prime candidate for amputation.
He managed to avoid the amputation and undertook a lengthy
recovery program that saw eight months pass before he could
move a single finger. Upon his recovery and eventual return to
the Navy he was posted to the base at Toulon.
Fate had taken him out of the air. It was about to put him
under the sea.
THE MEDITERRANEAN TRIO

Although his new naval home was in Toulon, Cousteau still
made trips back to Paris where members of his family lived. It
was here at a party in 1936 that he met Simone Melchoir, and a
yearlong courtship culminated in their marriage, on July 12,
1937. They raised two sons, Jean-Michel, who was at born
Toulon in 1938, and Philippe, who was born at Sanary in 1940.
Both sons would follow their father into the sea.
Simone came from a naval family that included three generations of admirals and her father was a former naval officer.
More importantly to diving history, he was then a current member of the Board of Directors of Air Liquide, the country's principal producer of industrial gasses. In a few years, with their
country occupied by German forces, his new son-in-law would
HISTORICAL DIVER No.13 Fall 1997

come to him for guidance. The door that Mr. Melchoir opened
for Cousteau would eventually provide the final piece that
solved a frustrating underwater puzzle.
While at Toulon, Midshipman Cousteau met his fellow sailor,
Lieutenant Philippe Tailliez, a man with an immense fondness
for the sea. Tailliez became aware of Cousteau's recent disastrous accident and suggested that Jacques should strengthen
his damaged arms by swimming. With the sea as his new physical therapist, Cousteau took to the water. It was also Tailliez
who prompted Cousteau to take a look under the Mediterranean, and on a Sunday morning in 1936 at Le Mourillon, Cousteau put on goggles styled by French diving pioneer Fernez,
and entered the sea. He was astounded at what he saw:
"Sometimes we are lucky enough to know that our lives have
been changed, to discard the old, embrace the new, and run
headlong down an immutable course. It happened to me at Le
Mouillon on that summer's day, when my eyes were opened to
the sea."
Cousteau was hooked, and during 1937 he and Tailliez dove
together using goggles, fins, snorkels and harpoons, most of
them self-made. Tailliez had a navy machinist friend named
Leon Veche, and he assisted in constructing and fabricating
this early equipment. Both Tailliez and Cousteau had heard of
the Dumas brothers who dove in the Sanary region. According
to Tailliez, Frederic Dumas was "one of the divers whose prowess was proverbial on the littoral." Tailliez further recalled that
in 1939 he was diving on the peninsula near Sanary and became acutely aware that he was being watched from the rocks
above. His audience was Dumas, who had seen him and was
carefully studying his technique. There is some discrepancy as
to exactly which year this incident took place, but Dumas recalls that day:
"One day in the summer of 1938 I am out on the rocks when
I see a real manfish, much further on in evolution than me. He
never lifts his head out to breathe, and after a surface dive water spouts out of a rubber tube he has in his mouth. I am amazed
to see rubber fins on his feet. I sit admiring his agility and wait
until he gets cold and has to come in."
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Tailliez had been anxious for such a meeting and on exiting
the sea struck an instant friendship with the young Dumas, who
was waiting for him. They started to dive together during the
summer and autumn of 1938 or 1939. Tailliez introduced Cousteau to Dumas and it was these three Frenchmen (hereafter referred to in this article as "the trio") who were soon destined to
alter the course of man's return to the sea.
Most of what we know today about the origins of recreational
diving can be traced back to this period of time in the Mediterranean, and each French region had its free diving masters.
Beauchat was at Marseilles, the Swiss, Grob, at Carqueiranne,
Lemoine and the Dumas brothers at Sanary, and Kramerenko
at Nice. The 'spiritual leader' of these free divers was not however a European, but an American named Guy Gilpatric.
Gilpatric was a columnist for the SATURDAY EVENING
POST, and had relocated to Cap d' Antibes on the Mediterranean coast to pursue his passion of underwater hunting. This
he had been doing since
the early 1930's, and
eventually committed his
knowledge and experiences to print in the 1938
book, The Compleat
Goggler. This rare book
is the world's first authoritative work on free
diving and was later reprinted by SKIN DIVER
MAGAZINE in 1957.
Like their fellow Austrian
pioneer Hans Hass, the
trio all met with Gilpatric,
and Cousteau would later
recount some of the octopus stories that the
1930's pioneers
American had shared
Kramerenko and Le Prieur
with him.
THE PUZZLE AND THE REBREATHERS

These were truly pioneering days in the pristine Mediterranean, but Cousteau eventually became unhappy with the restricted submersion time of breath-hold diving. He did not want
to be trapped by time, but to move around freely and stay under water for prolonged periods. "To live awhile in the new
world" as he simply put it. How to do it was a puzzle that would
continue to absorb him, but his curious mind responded to the
challenge, and he was determined to find a solution.
During the previous 70 years France had produced numerous operational self-contained diving units, the most prominent being the 1860's units ofRouquayrol and Denayrouze that
were used by the French Navy. One of the most recent successful diving apparatuses was Commandant Le Prieur's free-flow
unit. The compressed air cylinder of this gear was eventually
positioned on the diver's chest and the air flow was controlled
by a hand operated valve. Could this be the answer to the puzzle?
Cousteau tested the Le Prieur equipment and it did provide the
trio with "our first grand moments of leisure in the sea." However, the free flow characteristics of the unit did not permit the
prolonged submersions Cousteau wanted. He would have to
seek the answer elsewhere.
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Military divers were already using oxygen rebreathers, and
Cousteau set about solving the puzzle by using this technology. He commissioned a naval gunsmith from his cruiser, the
Suffren, to construct an oxygen rebreather of Cousteau's design. The sea test was at Porquerolles:
"He (the gunsmith) transformed a gas mask canister of soda
lime, a small oxygen bottle, and a length of motorbike inner
tube into a lung that re-purified exhalations by filtering out the
carbon dioxide in the soda lime. It was self-contained, one could
swim with it, and it was silent. Swimming twenty-five feet down
with the oxygen apparatus was the most serene thrill I have
had in the water. Silent and alone in a trancelike land, one was
accepted by the sea. My euphoria was all too short."
At 45 feet Cousteau started to convulse. He ditched his weight
belt and lost consciousness. Fortunately he floated to the surface and was recovered by two sailors. He had pains in his
neck muscles for weeks and assumed that the soda lime was
impure. Undeterred,
he tried again.
"I spent the winter
on the Suffren building an improved oxygen lung, one that
would not induce convulsions. In the summer I went back to the
same place off
Porquerolles and went
down to 45 feet with
the new lung. I convulsed so suddenly
that I do not remember jettisoning my belt
weight. I came very
near drowning. It was
Guy Gilpatrick
the end of my interest
in oxygen."
The puzzle remained unsolved, but soon became of minor concern. In September of 1939, after a long period of increasing turmoil inside
Europe, World War II finally broke out and the trio was separated. Tailliez joined the destroyer Valmy, Dumas became a corporal muleteer in the Alps and Cousteau became a gunnery
officer on the cruiser Dupliex. After six months of posturing
around the French border, the German military invaded France
in April of 1940. To avoid the potential mass destruction of
their country that a lengthy war would undoubtedly bring, the
French signed a negotiated Armistice in June 1940. As part of
the Armistice, the French High Seas Fleet was required to returned to port. Cousteau could now return to the puzzle.
Dix-Hun METRES DE FoND
When Tailliez eventually returned to Toulon, he found Cousteau and Dumas waiting for him. The trio was also reunited
with Veche, who was aboard the torpedo boat Mars, and they
continued their subaquatic adventures, but under increasingly
difficult conditions. Although diving was Cousteau 's new love,
he had not forgotten his first love. He arranged a marriage of
the two by having Veche construct an underwater housing for
a 35-mm Kinamo movie camera he bought in a Marseilles junk
THE FIRST FILM- PAR
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Com. Le Prieur in his scuba apparatus 1938

Suiface supplied Femez apparatus.
shop for $25. With camera in hand he set about recording the
diving adventures of the trio. Obtaining movie film proved to
be practically impossible due to wartime restrictions. However,
where there's a will there's a way, and Cousteau had an abundance of will. He recalls the solution:
"I went to all the photo shops in Marseilles and Toulon, buying from them as many rolls of 36 exposure ISO pan F blackand-white 35 millimeter film for still cameras .... And at night,
with Simone under our blankets because we had no dark room,
I spliced these rolls together into 15-meter strips. We loaded
15 meters like this because my camera only took 15 meters. I
don't think anybody with common sense would do it. It was
absolutely crazy."
The first short film was "Par dix-huit metres de fond" (At a
Depth of Eighteen Meters), which was filmed in the Mediterranean during 1942 with Dumas as the underwater star. Tailliez
was involved at the outset of filming but disappeared on other
adventures, including a honeymoon and four months in hospital followed by an extended recuperation. He actively reappeared in the middle of 1943. The film took a lot of free diving
to complete and eventually premiered in Paris at L' Adventure
to enthusiastic response. Cousteau also compiled his first underwater book from this filming experience. Retaining the same title as the film, the book was published
in an extremely limited edition four years later, in
1946.

treacherous oxygen."
Once during these tests Cousteau was operating at 40 feet
when the pipe supplying air from the surface broke, forcing
him to make a free ascent. "In testing devices in which one's
life is at stake, such accidents induce zeal for improvement."
"Zeal for improvement" was quickly undertaken and Cousteau later had Dumas down at 75 feet on the Femez unit testing
the air pipe. Again the pipe ruptured and Cousteau started frantically hauling on the pipe to recover his friend. On the other
end of the pipe an equally frantic Dumas started climbing hand
over hand up it until he appeared at the surface, red faced and
choking with bulging eyes and extremely distressed, but nonetheless alive. They eventually fashioned the gear to operate
more reliably, but it was not the solution Cousteau was seeking. He still craved autonomous diving and freedom from the
surface "leash."
By November 1942 Hitler had tired of the Armistice and
moved to occupy the whole of France. In a nighttime offensive, the German army began swarming into Toulon where the
French fleet was anchored. The French admirals had long been
aware that such an action was possible and had prepared a plan
to foil German ambitions. To prevent the fleet from falling into

FERNEZ APPARATUS

During the German occupation of his country, Cousteau began working for French Naval Intelligence and
was encouraged to continue his diving experiments
when possible. In his continuing quest for a solution
to the puzzle he investigated equipment manufactured
by another French underwater pioneer:
"I tested the Femez diving apparatus, which consisted of an air pipe from a surface pump. The pipe
was carried across the diver's face to a duck beak valve ~
which released a constant flow of pumped air. The
diver tapped the flow with a mouthpiece, sucking the 8
air he needed. It was the simplest diving gear ever ~
designed. It tethered a man to the surface and unnec- @
essarily wasted half the air, but at least it did not use

.f
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Original1943 Cousteau Gagnan regulator
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automatic underwater
regulator valve. This
first regulator had the
exhaust valve placed at
the mouthpiece much
the same as the Fernez
unit and they coupled
the regulator with some
~
of the equipment used in
"g
en
Cousteau's oxygen re::>
breather tests. The comThe first Aqualung dive. Cousteau
::>
0
in the Marne River, January 1943.
plete assembly was an
()
.t::
"@
underwater "lung," and
....
according to their calculations, the valve should work. In early 1943 they took their
enemy hands a chain of preset explosives was detonated and
invention to the Marne River outside Paris to give it an open
started to rip through the harbor, as vessel by vessel the French
water test. Apparently Cousteau did not bring along any movie
scuttled their fleet. It was a tragic sight and a time of great
camera, and no film of the historic event exists. However, somedespair, as Cousteau, Tailliez and Veche were now sailors withone did bring a still camera and photographed Cousteau's enout a navy.
try into the water. He later recalled the dive:
Cousteau quickly ploughed his energy back into efforts to
"As long as I lay horizontally in the water, the lung worked
solve the puzzle. With oxygen definitely out of his plans, combeautifully. When I stood up, however, air escaped with loud
pressed air was the only answer. The Femez system tied the
bubbles, wasting great quantities of my supply. And when I lay
diver to the surface, although it did provide more mobility than
head down in the water, I had trouble getting air out of the
a helmet diver had. Le Prieur's free flow scuba system was
regulator. Disconsolate, I crawled out of the water. We got back
close to what Cousteau wanted, but required constant manual
in the car and drove sadly to Paris."
control and was wasteful. Yet another Frenchman, George
They knew their design was close to what was needed, and
Commeinhes, had developed a workable scuba unit that Couson the drive back to Paris they deliberated over the flow probteau may have been familiar with. If he was, that too apparlems that Cousteau had encountered. Before they reached the
city they had solved the puzzle.
ently did not suit his requirements.
It soon became clear to Jacques that what he needed was a
The placing of the exregulatory flow valve that would not free-flow but breathe on
haust valve at the
demand. Something similar to the oxygen demand device used
mouthpiece made it six
by pilots in high altitude aviation. It was the one piece he needed
inches higher than the
inlet valve, which was
to solve his underwater breathing puzzle. He decided to aplocated on the regulator
proach his father-in-law with the problem. Maybe Mr. Me!choir
positioned at the center
could use his position and influence in enlisting the resources
ofCousteau's back. This
of Air Liquide to help solve his son-in-law's puzzle. Mr.
six inch difference in
Me !choir made the pertinent inquiries and December 1942 saw
Jacques on his way to Paris to keep an appointment with Air
water pressure caused
Liquide, and with destiny.
the regulator to free flow
when Cousteau was in a
head up vertical posiTHE AQUALUNG ARRIVES.
The Paris that Cousteau knew was only a memory now. The
tion, and to shut off
famed architecture was there as were the boulevards and cafes,
when he was head
but it was an occupied city with much of its joie de vivre susdown. When he was
pended. At the Air Liquide office he explained his requirement
horizontal, the water
for an underwater demand regulator to a pipe-smoking engipressure on the inlet and
Cousteau in 1943
neer named Emile Gagnan.
exhaust was the same
The war had placed enormous pressure on petroleum supand hence the regulator worked fine.
plies and Gagnan was experimenting with the problem of deBack at Air Liquide they set the regulator up with the inlet
signing a shut-off valve that would allow automobiles to run
and exhaust valves at the same level on the regulator housing.
on natural gas. He told Cousteau that "The problem is someAnother water test was undertaken in an indoor tank and the
unit worked as anticipated. This, their second regulator valve
what the same as yours." Gagnan turned to the shelf behind his
desk and pulled out a small bakelite valve he was working with.
assembly, is today instantly recognizable as a twin hose deWith a few modifications this would be the piece to solve
mand regulator and they had sufficient confidence in it to apCousteau's underwater breathing puzzle.
ply for a patent. They called their invention the "Aqualung." It
The valve showed much promise and Cousteau was able to
was the key to the silent world.
persuade Air Liquide to fund the development of a prototype.
A few weeks after their initial meeting, Gagnan produced an
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Dumas with the enormous 1943 aqualung unit. Note the
regulator housing, mouthpiece and right waist level
control valves.
UNDER THE MEDITERRANEAN

With his puzzle now solved, Cousteau suggested that the trio
and their families relocate to a community house in Bandol on
the Mediterranean coast, slightly to the west of Sanary. Filming was still a major passion and he wanted to have an operational center that would give the divers easy access to the wrecks
at Marseilles and the Hyeres Islands. The house selected was
the Villa Barry, and by early June it was in operation as what
we could now consider to be the world's first scuba diver's
club house. Cinema photographer Claude Houlbreque and his
wife were to also become tenants and there were numerous
visitors. Growing up in this exciting environment undoubtedly
left an immense impression on both of the Cousteau children,
Jean-Michel and Philippe, who would eventually follow in their
HISTORICAL DIVER No.l3 Falll997

father's fin prints. It was here at the Villa Barry that the divers
eagerly unpacked the first complete Aqualung that had been
sent by train from Paris. Cousteau recalls opening the wooden
case and the thrills of the first Mediterranean dive:
"We found an assembly of three moderate-sized cylinders of
compressed air, linked to an air regulator the size of an alarm
clock. From the regulator there extended two tubes, joining on
a mouthpiece. With this equipment harnessed to the back, a
watertight glass mask over the eyes and nose, and rubber foot
fins, we intended to make unencumbered flights in the depths
of the sea."
With their first Aqualung now in their grasp, the group swiftly
left the Villa Barry to test the apparatus in the Mediterranean.
"We hurried to a sheltered cove which would conceal our
activity from curious bathers and Italian troops. I checked the
air pressure. The bottles contained air condensed to one hundred and fifty times atmospheric pressure. It was difficult to
contain my excitement and discuss calmly the plan of the first
dive. Dumas, the best goggle diver in France, would stay on
shore keeping warm and rested, ready to dive to my aid, if
necessary. My wife, Simone, would swim out on the surface
with a schnorkel breathing tube and watch me through her submerged mask. If she signaled anything had gone wrong, Dumas
could dive to me in seconds. "Didi," as he was known on the
Riviera, could skin dive to sixty feet.
"My friends harnessed the three-cylinder block on my back
with the regulator riding at the nape of my neck and the hoses
looped over my head. I spat on the inside of my shatterproof
glass mask and rinsed it in the surf, so that mist would not form
inside. I moulded the soft rubber flanges of the mask tightly
over my forehead and cheek bones. I fitted the mouthpiece under
my lips and gripped the nodules between my teeth. A vent the
size of a paper clip was to pass my inhalations and exhalations
beneath the sea. Staggering under the fifty-pound apparatus, I
walked with a Charlie Chaplin waddle into the sea."
The automobile crash may have robbed Cousteau of a future
flying through the sky, but it now provided him with a future of
flying through the sea. Here he takes off:
"I experimented with all possible maneuvers--loops, somersaults, and barrel rolls. I stood upside down on one finger and
burst out laughing, a shrill, distorted laugh. Nothing I did altered the automatic rhythm of the air. Delivered from gravity
and buoyancy, I flew around in space."
The Aqualung was the complete answer to Cousteau 's puzzle
and to his dreams. Since that day many of us have experienced
his feeling of underwater euphoria. No doubt numerous divers
and collectors have wondered whatever became of this first
Aqualung, which would certainly be the centerpiece of any
sports diving museum display. Unfortunately, we will never
get to see it. In 1944 a stray Allied shell blasted the Marseilles
factory that it was stored in and it was destroyed.
"EPAVES," THE SECOND FILM

During the summer of 1943 Tailliez and Dumas also used
the new invention, and the trio made over 500 separate dives.
They tackled the wrecks of the area and Cousteau set about
compiling his second underwater film. Filming would last five
months, some of it hindered by the forces of the occupying
Germans and Italians, with several hundred hours spent underwater on various wrecks. One of their favorite underwater lo19

scapes of Silence), his third undersea film. At some of the dive
sites the divers had been leisurely gliding down the face of the
region's underwater cliffs and likened their experiences to "inverted Alpine climbing." The film encompassed elements of
their dives and was of influence in prompting the formation of
the legendary early diving club, Club Alpin Sous-Marin, in
1946. Many of sports diving's true pioneers belonged to this
Cannes based club, including Henri Broussard, Le Prieur, Robert Gruss, Gagnan, Beauchat, Rebikoff and the trio. Some members were to greatly influence the art of underwater photography.

Dumas and Cousteau, with camera, during filming of
"Epaves," 1943
cations was to be the British steamer Dalton, the final crew of
which were drunk to a man when they steamed into Planier
Island on Christmas Day 1928. The divers spent nine days on
the Island and started to remove artifacts from the wreck which
they accumulated into a private museum of horrors. To locate
other wrecks suitable for filming, Cousteau spent time with the
traditional deep sea helmet divers of the region who knew various locales. These men came from around the Mediterranean
and had experience with salvage and sponge diving. They knew
the locations of several historic wrecks that provided the trio
with spectacular underwater sets.
The title of the completed film was "Epaves" (Sunken Ships)
and later, in 1944, it was shown in Paris after the city had been
liberated. In one of the audiences was an American named James
Dugan who was so impressed with the underwater footage that
he wanted to meet the film makers. He found out only that two
of them were French naval officers, probably stationed in the
South of France. Wartime circumstances and restrictions did
not allow Dugan to travel to the coast and he was unable to
pursue the matter further. But "Epaves" had left a lasting impression on him.

LONDON 1944
All this new diving was taking place while World War II
raged on. The fortunes of the Allies were swiftly changing and
on June 6, 1944 they invaded France. In November that year
Cousteau arrived in London to explain the military potential of
Aqualung equipped "frogmen" to the Allied navies. Unfortunately, the Americans and British seemingly felt that the invention had arrived too late to make any significant difference
in the outcome of the war. They were not interested in the
Aqualung. Fortunately, Cousteau also brought with him the film
"Epaves" which he previewed in London. By now, James Dugan
had moved from Paris to London, and was a correspondent for
the U.S. armed forces' magazine "YANK." By chance, one of
his friends, Olwen Vaughan, attended a showing of "Epaves"
and told Dugan that the film's producer, Jacques Cousteau, was
staying in London at Claridge's Hotel. Dugan quickly took off
to meet Cousteau, and listened to him explain the Aqualung
and recount the trio's incredible undersea adventures. Dugan
was captivated, and later recalled the meeting:
"I listened to him for hours in that first meeting. Here was an
epic never printed, and I was the first reporter to get it."
Dugan quickly drafted an article on Cousteau and his
Aqualung but, to his dismay, could not readily find a magazine
willing to publish it. However, this London meeting was the
start of a lifelong friendship between the film-making diver
and the journalist. James Dugan would be the Frenchman's
translator and was to eventually become the key player in opening the door to America for Cousteau and his Aqualung.

G.E.R.S.
In April 1945 the trio was again reunited at Toulon with
Tailliez as commander of a new underwater group titled "Group
d' Etudes et de Recherches Sous Marines" (G.E.R.S.). They
had, in Tailliez's words, a "tolerably vague schedule of work
concerned with diving equipment, mine sweeping, the salvage
of wrecks and the training of divers." Future members of the
Group were volunteers who survived the two week initiation
course. The first naval officer to volunteer was Maurice Fargues,
who had been an instructor at the Ecole des Scaphandriers and
had experimented with a rigid diving dress to 400 feet. Others
were Guy Morandiere, a former aviator, and Jean Pinard, a
former diving instructor. The trio established these three
newcomers as Aqualung diving instructors. They set about training their teams and assembling an array of equipment necessary for their underwater operations. A 72-foot launch was
adapted to the role of a diving tender with a decompression
chamber and air supply and they traded Aqualungs for Royal
Navy frogman suits.
THE FORMATION OF

Du SILENCE"
Most of the filming of "Epaves" had been at depths shallower than 150 feet, but Dumas yearned to go deeper. He was
acknowledged as the premier free diver of the trio and felt that
250 feet was an "honest figure, and sufficient for the time being to prove the value of Cousteau's independent gear." In
October 1943, after some careful planning, and with some local officials in tow, Dumas descended to a depth of 210 feet
and experienced the effects of nitrogen narcosis, but returned
safely to the surface. Cousteau believed it to be the deepest a
self contained diver had ever descended. The divers were familiar with nitrogen narcosis but not with the work of U.S.N.
Captain A. R. Behnke, who had already been studying the subject for some years. The trio coined the term "The Rapture of
the Great Depths" to describe the narcotic sensation and they
eventually managed to avoid it by working with helium mixtures.
In 1944 Cousteau produced "Paysages Du Silence" (LandTHE TmRD FILM, "PAYSAGES
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G.E.R.S. divers Cousteau, Georges, Tailliez, Pinard, Dumas, Mondandiere

Once hostilities had ceased, Cousteau and Gagnan formed La CAVE DIVING AND THE FOUNTAIN OF VAUCLUSE
In August 1946 the Group undertook an expedition away from
Spirotechnique as a subsidiary of Air Liquide, and started commercial production of the Aqualung. Word of the revolutionary the sea and tried their talents at fresh water cave diving. Cerapparatus spread through France, and military and budding sports tainly Dumas and Tailliez were not enthralled by the idea, and
divers eagerly sought access to the device. Cousteau even con- in the latter's words "preferred Neptune to Pluto .....1 had never
structed two mini-Aqualungs for his sons Jean-Michel and before seen Dumas the prey of dark forebodings." They were to
Philippe, and, at seven and five years old respectively, dad took survey the underwater tunnel and cavern of the famous Founthem diving. The films "Par dix-huit metres" and "Epaves" be- tain of Vaucluse near Avignon, which every March is transformed
gan to enjoy a wider circulation and both won prizes at the 1946 from a tranquil trickle to a surging torrent, causing the River
Cannes Film Festival.
Sorgue to flood. The spring is a peaceful pool in a crater under
The Group undertook several hazardous postwar operations, the towering limestone cliffs above the Sorgue, and its tunnel
including removing numerous mines and even removing torpe- had been previously explored by Ottonelli in 1878 using primidoes from a sunken U-boat. They were able to expand their fleet tive equipment, and by the Marseilles salvage diver Negri in
of diving oriented vessels and became involved in oceanogra- 1936. Both of these divers had recorded their findings and the
phy, sailing through the Mediterranean with various scientists. Group partly based its dive planning on their information. They
The Aqualung was becoming recognized as an oceanographic felt that once through the initial tunnel they would find another
research tool and its usefulness to other professional bodies was chamber that would provide the answer to the annual surge of
being promoted by the Group's military superiors. The General water. Cousteau later recalled that Negri's description of the toStaff sent a constant flow of people to be trained in the use of pography of the cavern was "over imaginative" and was a burthe Aqualung. Firemen, infantrymen, engineers, lifesaving per- den of misinformation.
sonnel, naval ranks and numerous others all underwent training
The Group dive plan called for Cousteau and Dumas to folby the Group. In tum, these men promoted the benefits of the low a guide rope weighted with pig iron down into the tunnel
equipment to their fellow professionals, and the popularity of and upon reaching a certain depth, secure the pig iron and give a
the Aqualung began to spread. It is interesting to note that the prearranged series of pulls on the rope. Upon receiving these
Aqualung was not initially
signals, Fargues, who
considered a recreational
was the guide rope tendevice and was promoted
der, would pull the rope
primarily for military, intaunt, thereby creating a
dustrial and scientific use.
type of underwater banCousteau's passion for
ister that the divers could
film making also found an
use to return up to the
outlet inside the Group's
surface. Rope signals
program and they filmed a
were the only form of
short documentary on subcommunication between
marine operations featuring
the divers and the surthe submarine Rubis. "Une
face support. On the
Plongee Du Rubis" was his
dive, Cousteau would be
fourth film and showed torcarrying three 100-foot
pedoes leaving their tubes,
~ lengths of thin rope.
the laying of mines and a
~ Once the main guide
submarine crew escape usrope was taut, Cousteau
ing the Aqualung.
Cl> then could attach this
Cousteau Gagnan Scaphandre Autonome regulators, 1945-46
rope to the pig iron and

.
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Detailed diagram by Daizell from Tailliez s To HIDDEN DEPTHS

commence his survey of the chamber knowing he could always
find his way back to the main guide rope.
The plan got underway when Pinard dove into the pool, placed
the pig iron at 90 feet, and returned to the surface. For the first
dive Cousteau was using a constant volume dress and Dumas
had an Italian frogman's outfit. They both had knives, waterproof flashlights and were attached to each other with a 30-foot
buddy line. In addition Dumas carried an extra air cylinder as an
emergency supply and another air cylinder on his belt to allow
him to inflate and increase the buoyancy of his diving suit. He
also had a depth gauge and a rock climber's ice axe. As planned
Cousteau carried the three 100-foot lengths of rope.
After a brief surface pause to adjust their buoyancy, Cousteau
charged down head first into the tunnel, followed by Dumas. He
was negatively buoyant but was soon slowed by the buddy line
on his belt as an equally negatively buoyant Dumas, above and
behind him, was struggling to slow his own descent by using his
feet as brakes. This dislodged some big limestone rocks and
started a mini avalanche that began to rain down on Cousteau.
At 90 feet Cousteau encountered the pig iron ballast of the shot
line and pushed it down the slope to greater depth. He also lost
the thin rope he was carrying. As he descended further he became aware of a heavy drowsiness accompanied by an aching
in his head and ears. He was descending at a rate of two knots
and the tunnel reminded him of a ride on the Paris metro.
When he entered the expanse of the inner cavern his flashlight could not highlight the ceiling he was expecting to see and
he became aware of being attached to a heavy weight. His mind
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was becoming clouded but he managed
to shine his flashlight downwards and
it picked out Dumas at the other end
of the buddy line. Dumas's suit was
filling with water and he was holding
his flashlight like a ridiculous glowworm. He was feebly struggling to inflate his suit. Cousteau later recalled
the incident:
"I swam down to him and looked at
his depth gauge. It read one hundred
and fifty feet. The dial was flooded.
We were deeper than that. We were at
least two hundred feet down, four hundred feet away from the surface at the
bottom of a crooked slanting tunnel."
"We had rapture of the depths, but
not the familiar drunkeness. We felt
heavy and anxious, instead of exuberant. Dumas was stricken worse than 1."
Both the divers were succumbing to
carbon monoxide poisoning, a new
underwater danger that threatened to
claim their lives. They were in a very
dangerous situation, but in his confused state Cousteau left Dumas holding the safety rope and swam off, still
intent on finding the ceiling of the
chamber. Their situation became rapidly worse. Dumas released his hold
on the guide rope and drifted away
yanking Cousteau with him. Cousteau

again swam to him.
"He had lost the better part of consciousness. When I touched
him, he grabbed my wrist with awful strength and hauled me
towards him for a final experience of life, an embrace that would
take me with him. I twisted out of his hold and backed off. I
examined Dumas with the torch. I saw his protruded eyes rolling inside the mask."
Thankfully, Cousteau still had some faculty of reasoning left
and realized the situation for what it really was. Two divers with
no experience of cave diving, roped together, floundering in cold
dark water at possibly 200 feet, ignorant of their underwater
surroundings, detached from their guide rope and each aware
that the other was intoxicated and in great distress that was worsening. Focusing his thoughts over the encroaching haziness of
his mind, Cousteau figured that as there was no current, the guide
rope must be somewhere nearby. It was. There was still hope
but there were still problems.
"In his stupor, Didi lost control of his jaws and his mouthpiece slipped from his teeth. He swallowed water and took some
in his lungs before he somehow got the grip back into his mouth.
Now, with the guide line beckoning, I realized that I could not
swim to the surface, carrying the inert Dumas, who weighed at
least twenty-five pounds in his water-logged suit."
Cousteau decided to climb the safety rope but his movements
were interpreted by Fargues as a signal for more rope, which he
promptly supplied. Still somewhat alert, Cousteau figured that
Fargues would eventually play out the whole length of the 400
foot guide rope and then Cousteau could signal to be hauled up.
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But at the end of the 400 feet of rope Cousteau discovered a
knot. Fargues had attached another length to the original one.
The situation was now critical. Cousteau was unable to swim
to the surface because Dumas was an anchor. The guide rope
was not taut so he could not pull himself up and Fargues just
kept sending more rope. With death rapidly approaching Cousteau decided to make an effort and climb up the rocks to the
surface. He made it a little way to a ledge, but the weight of
Dumas dragged him back down. The shock of falling down again
focused his mind on the guide rope. He remembered that six
pulls was the emergency signal to be pulled up. Cousteau recalls:
"I grabbed the line and jerked it, confident that I could count
to six. The line was slackened and snagged on obstacles in the
four hundred feet to Maurice Fargues. FARGUES, DO YOU NOT
UNDERSTAND MY SITUATION? I was at the end of my
strength. Dumas was hanging on me.
"WHY DOESN'T DUMAS UNDERSTAND HOW BAD HE IS
FOR ME? DUMAS, YOU WILL DIE ANYWAY MAYBE YOU
ARE ALREADY GONE. DID/, I HATE TO DO IT, BUT YOU
ARE DEAD AND YOU WILL NOT LET ME LIVE. GO A WAY,
DID/. I reached for my belt dagger and prepared to cut the cord
to Dumas.

"Even in my incompetence there was something that held the
knife in its holster. BEFORE I CUT YOU OFF, DID/, I WILL
TRY AGAIN TO REACH FARGUES. I took the line and repeated
the distress signal, again and again. DID/, I AM DOING ALLA
MAN CAN DO. I AM DYING TOO."
Cousteau performed the desperate signals of a diver staring
death in the face, but the four hundred feet of lag on the rope,
and its friction against the rocks, all but negated his efforts.
Topside, the diligent Fargues felt nothing but a faint vibration
on the rope. He was becoming worried. An experienced and seasoned helmet diver prior to his joining the Group, he had not
received one clear rope signal since the divers left the surface.
Feeling it was better to be safe than sorry, and risking a bawling
out by Cousteau at the worst, he took command of the situation
and started hauling up the guide rope. Four hundred feet away
Cousteau felt the line tighten. He removed his hand from his
dagger and started to ascend. Tailliez recalls the recovery;
"We hauled on the rope, which stiffened at last, and within
two minutes Cousteau emerged from the tunnel. He was dragging Dumas, who was still feebly moving his legs, after him. I
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could clearly see, through
the water, that he had lost
his mouth-piece. Fargues
threw himself in and we
drew Dumas on to dry
land, where he had a
choking fit and violent
nausea. Cousteau, very
pale, was still lucid."
A catastrophe had been
narrowly avoided thanks
to the seasoned instincts
ofFargues. However, the
divers attributed their
near fatal problems to
some mysterious effects
in the cave, and a second
team consisting of
Tailliez and Morandiere
Maurice Fargues
also dove into the tunnel
to investigate. This second team soon encountered the same brain
numbing experiences that nearly claimed Cousteau and Dumas
and they too were fortunate to make a return to the surface.
When the group returned to Toulon they set about establishing the cause for their alarming experiences. Analysis of the air
in their cylinders provided the answer. The exhaust fumes of
their air compressor had been sucked into the air intake and they
were diving on air containing 112000 of carbon monoxide. It
was an almost fatal mix, and a valuable lesson was learned.
During the pioneering scuba years from 1943 to 1946 Cousteau and his diving companions had survived numerous diving
incidents, Vaucluse being the most widely publicized. The team
gradually developed the guidelines of acceptable operation of
the Aqualung, establishing 80 meters as their practical limit of
clear warm water diving. However, on one dive to investigate a
fouled dragline Dumas reached 100 meters. The challenge of
the depths was a constant lure and they wanted to investigate it
further. They had been lucky to escape death at Vaucluse, but
that luck was about to run out.
THE FIRST FATALITY

On September 17, 1947 the Group undertook the second in a
series of controlled team dives off Toulon to depths in excess of
300 feet. The concept was that eight divers would make individual descents and record their observations on small planks
that were attached at regular intervals to a descending line. The
first plank was attached to the line at a depth of 200 feet. The
experienced Fargues, who Tailliez felt was "a remarkable diver
of great coolness in action" was the first diver down. He used a
pig iron ballast to assist his descent, and as a safety precaution,
attached a thin surface safety line to his weight belt to enable
rope signals to be sent to his surface support team. This method
of communication was also used by the first helmet divers in the
1830's and remained a standard practice even when telecommunications were introduced.
Fargues made a rapid descent reaching 385 feet in three minutes. He scribbled his initials on the plank and then apparently
lost consciousness. At this point a cessation of signals prompted
the surface crew to haul him up while Pinard, acting as safety
diver, descended and encountered the motionless body ofFargues
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at around 150 feet.
Pinard was horrified
to see that his
mouthpiece was
hanging on his
chest. At the surface,
twelve hours of attempts to revive
Fargues were all in
vain, and he became
the Group's first fatality. He had gone
deeper than any air
breathing diver, but
had paid the maximum price.
THE

Dumas, Auguste Piccard, with
Aqualung, and Tailliez

AND

PICCARDS
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BATHY-

SCAPHE

The diving adventures of the G.E.R.S. were not strictly limited to the Aqualung.
In 1948 they became involved with the father-and-son team of
scientists Auguste and Jacques Piccard, who were developing
the F.N.R.S. (Fonds National de la Recherche Scientifique- Belgium) series of Bathyscaphes. Dumas worked on design ideas
while Cousteau became a technical advisor, and both men went
down in FNRS 3 to a depth of almost a mile in a canyon off
Toulon. The G.E.R.S. also started to experiment with underwater television, color film and artificial light, and in 1948 went
on an underwater archaeological expedition to Tunisia.
THE FIRST AMERICAN EXPOSURE

Until this time the Aqualung had been purely a European phenomenon. The U.S. Navy had been made aware of it in 1944
and James Dugan had also personally exposed its virtues to a
U.S. Navy diving officer, but nothing became of these introductions. The first printed American exposure of the Aqualung appears to have come in 1948. It was fairly minor, but, as we can
still see today, it had an immediate and lasting effect. The article that James Dugan had drafted from his London meeting
with Cousteau was still alive and available. After three long years
it was about to find a home in the States. Once published, the
article drew the immediate attention of one of the U.S. Navy's
most prominent combat divers and he would soon become the
Aqualung's strongest American military supporter. Here is how
Dugan recalls this crucial first step:
"In 1948, Jack Homer, my former editor on YANK, started a
new magazine called SCIENCE ILLUSTRATED. He printed
the Cousteau story. Hundreds of people wrote in, asking where
they could get Aqualungs. One of the letters was from Commander Francis Douglas Fane, leader of U.S. Navy Underwater
Demolition teams, which were using oxygen lungs. Fane got
some Aqualungs and the frogmen loved them."
Dugan's article was titled "The First of the Menfish" and covered Cousteau's exploits in the Mediterranean with Tailliez and
Dumas. Five underwater photos that were to later appear in the
book The Silent World were also featured. The friendship between Cousteau and Dugan was undoubtedly strengthened when
in the fourth paragraph of the article Dugan makes a clear and
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simple statement. "He (Cousteau) has filmed three magnificent
motion pictures underwater.... " and "They have not yet been
exhibited in the United States, although 'Epaves' in a British
version called 'Full Fathom Five' has excited London." It was a
subtle invitation for American film distributors to check out this
new work. Apparently none of them did and it was another three
years before Cousteau was to arrive on the American big screen.
THE ARRIVAL OF THE AQUALUNG IN AMERICA

Commander Francis Douglas Fane was a Scottish immigrant
who joined the U. D. T. during WWII and commanded Team 13.
A true military diving pioneer, he recorded many of his early
underwater exploits in his 1956 book The Naked Warriors, which
is the cornerstone of most military diving libraries. The 1950's
movie "Underwater Warrior" was based on his life. After reading about Cousteau in the 1948 SCIENCE ILLUSTRATED,
Commander Fane got permission from a "buddy in the Joint
Chiefs of Staff' in Washington to visit France and learn more
about the Aqualung.
Fane's first Aqualung dive was at Cannes with Dimitri
Rebikoff, a diving pioneer famous for his underwater photography innovations and his diver propulsion craft named Pegusus.
Fane later met Cousteau and arranged for Aqualungs to be
shipped to him in America. At this time Emile Gagnan was back
with Air Liquide in Montreal, Canada, and was most probably
involved in their manufacturing of the Aqualung. Fane recently
recalled the arrival of his first Aqualung during an interview
with historian Eric Hannauer.
"Gagnan came down and spent Thanksgiving with us. He
brought a single bottle Aqualung with regulator. My wife made
canvas straps to hang around my shoulders, and that's how the
first Aqualung came to America. I've got a picture of this, my
divers and myself. Me using the Aqualung, one using the Jack
Browne mask, and one a helmet diver. We were clearing wrecks
from the edge of a channel, Haven Roads to Norfolk. It was
sheer joy, I was able
to outdive the other
fellows .... placing
explosives, getting
ready to blow up
sections of those
wrecks. We cleared
that area in a month
of constant diving.
That's when it began, and that's the
proof of it. The helmet diver had a hell
of a time due to the
tides. He couldn't
get anywhere near
the work I did getting inside the wreck
m
placing explosives.
€
So it was easy to sell
E
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it to the Navy."
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Malibu California 1949. Movie star Buster Crabbe,
U.S. Divers founder Rene Bussoz and ex-U.D.T.
Capt. Hal Messinger with Aqualungs and catch

which at that time was based in Washington D.C., and on February 25, 1949 Lieutenant N. Blocknick submitted a report on
the French apparatus.
Fane was undoubtedly the Aqualung's American military
champion but it is possible that Aqualungs were already available in America prior to his reading the SCIENCE ILLUSTRATED article. According to Eric Hannauer's research, the
late Arnie Post recalled that Rene Bussoz had three of them for
sale at the National Sporting Goods Association's show in New
York in early 1948. Bussoz had married Simone Cousteau's
cousin and had acquired the exclusive North American rights
to the Aqualung in 1948. Post purchased one set and it sat in
his New York store until Christmas 1948 when a teenager drove
all the way from Connecticut to buy it, possibly after reading
the then current issue of SCIENCE ILLUSTRATED. Of the
other two sets, one went to Abercrombie and Fitch and Bussoz
took the third back to his store, Rene Sports, at 1045 Broxton
Avenue in West Los Angeles, California. Further research by
Eric Hannauer established that Cousteau brought six Aqualungs
to Los Angeles in 1949 to instruct Bussoz and his staff in the
use of them. Later, more units were imported but they required
assembly at the store.
Rene Bussoz may well have already acquired the exclusive
American rights to the Aqualung, but according to E.R. Cross,
diving equipment was really out of his field. During a telephone interview in September 1997 E.R. stated:
"I was running the Divers Supply in Wilmington, a few miles
down the road from Bussoz's store in Westwood. Bussoz came
down to see me and wanted me to take over the Aqualung dealership. He was not a diver and had no feel for the equipment. I
believe he wanted out. He invited me up to his house in
Westwood to have dinner with Cousteau who had arrived down
from Canada. I went. Cousteau's English at that time was not
that good, but I got enough to understand that they were interested in me taking over the thing. At Divers Supply we had
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every diving thing imaginable. Diving was a cold and miserable chore and I determined that there was not enough demand
for the Aqualung and told them so. I was wrong by about 10
million people! I can't be 100% sure of when the meeting was,
because at the time it was no big thing, but I think it was in
1949."
According to historian Ed Cargile, Commander Fane was
also offered American distribution for the Aqualung but rejected
the offer as he would have had to retire from the Navy. It is
also possible that Rene Bussoz did not have the exclusive
Aqualung rights for North America in 1949. Historian Nick
Icom has not only located references to the SPACO company
of Burlington, Vermont, who were distributing the Aqualung
during 1949, but has examined an example of the double hose
regulator they marketed. The company also produced a small
technical brochure on the use of the Aqualung that became the
basis for Rene Bussoz's later publication Self Contained Diving. Nick's research leads him to believe that SPACO's involvement with the Aqualung was very brief and that Rene Bussoz
eventually did hold the exclusive American rights.
The distinction of having made the first Aqualung dive in
America is the subject of debate with various contenders for
the title. Eric Hannauer is continuing his research in this field,
and some of his findings have been published in the February
1996 issue of DISCOVER DIVING magazine.
LIFE

MAGAZINE AND

AMERICAN CINEMA

In 1949 a young
American lady named
Perry Miller was working at the United Nations Department of Social Affairs in New
York. Her job involved
researching various
documentary type films,
and that year she paid
her own way to Europe
to look for new material
for a project she was
working on. She met
with Cousteau in France
and brought his films back to New York where she included
them in a screening of the various films she had uncovered in
Europe. An editor from LIFE magazine showed interest in the
Cousteau shorts and on November 27, 1950, LIFE ran a seven
page pictorial essay on Cousteau and his work. The circulation
and news stand profile of LIFE was somewhat higher than
SCIENCE ILLUSTRATED and Cousteau came to the attention of distribution executives at Universal Pictures. They soon
acquired the rights to the first four Cousteau films for $11 ,000
and distributed them as theatrical shorts. The appearance of
these short underwater movies raised public interest in the
Aqualung and its inventors, and the name Cousteau started to
spread.
CALYPSO
Cousteau's work with the Piccards had exposed him to oceanographers and other scientists, and he realized that he would
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ber aboard Calypso for these early
adventures was rugged, with meager
pay. Cousteau prided himself on the
camaraderie of what in some ways
was a pack of misfits. He later recalled them thus:
"Many of those who come to us
are sensitive young men who have
not found happiness or peace leading an ordinary life,-And that
makes them valuable to us. I cannot
help thinking that the men of Calypso
resemble, in many ways, those of
Jules Verne's Nautilus-men who
have been wounded by life on land,
and who thereafter put their trust in
the sea."
In the last month of 1951, as Cousteau sailed into the Red Sea, 9000
miles away a pair of young
Americans launched a diving adventure of their own. Chuck Blakeslee
Schenck and Kendall's 1950 book "Shallow Water Diving for Pleasure and Profit"
and Jim Auxier published their first
presented American divers with a choice of two types of self contained rigs.
issue of SKIN DIVER MAGAZINE
No prizes for guessing the eventual winner.
in a garage in Lynwood, California,
providing American sports divers
need a research vessel if he was to fulfill his growing undersea
with news of regional developments and new diving products.
ambitions. He sought the guidance of Andre Auniac, who was
The first issue was a mere 16 pages, one of which was an advertisement for Rene Sport of Westwood announcing that they
the head of the naval shipyard at Antibes. Auniac directed him
were 'producers of the Aqualung. Standard equipment with the
to a wealthy Englishman named Guiness who in turn steered
Cousteau to the Mediterranean island of Malta. The port of
U.S. Navy and Marine Corps.' Rene's product line also featured equipment for underwater hunting which at that time was
Valletta contained numerous war surplus vessels and it was
the magnet that got people into the water. These free divers
here that Cousteau found Calypso. She had been built in Senicknamed the Aqualung the "bubble machine" and were iniattle in 1942 and seen action as the Royal Navy's mine sweeper
tially skeptical of its use. Chuck and Jim lovingly shepherded
J-826 but was now working as a car ferry. Through the genertheir fledgling publication and SKIN DIVER MAGAZINE is
ous support of Mr. Guiness, Cousteau eventually took title to
still with us today, 4 7 years later, making it the longest running
her in July 1950. Extensive alterations were required to convert amine sweeping/car ferry into an ocean-going laboratory,
American diving publication.
and Calypso immediately sailed to Antibes to begin her transTHE FIRST NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
formation. Cousteau soon became aware of the expenses that
Cousteau knew that he had some extraordinary photographs
would be involved in running Calypso, and at the suggestion
from his Red Sea visit, and Dugan felt there might be a book
of Claude-Francis Boeuf, formed the non profit organization,
that could be compiled from the expedition. This was obviCompagnies Oceanographiques Francaises (C.O.F.). The orously a sensible idea and Cousteau and Dumas set about comganization was to be responsible for commissioning, managpiling their logs and notes from the trip. Back in America Perry
ing, and administrating funds for Calypso's expeditions.
Ellis was still involved in film at CBS-TV, and she felt that she
The first of these was a major expedition was to the Red Sea
in November 1951. Among the amateur crew was Jacques' wife
might be able to land Cousteau a television contract. These
ideas for a book and T.V. had both come from his American
Simone and their sons Jean-Michel aged 12, and Philippe aged
friends, and Cousteau quickly returned to the States to help
10, who were employed as cabin boys. Sailing through the Suez
them. He brought with him an outline of an article on his expecanal to the Farasan Islands off the coast of Saudi Arabia, Cousdition and a portfolio of underwater photos. Armed with these
teau established a base at Abu Latt. The coral reefs there were
he arrived in Washington to meet with Gilbert Grosvenor, Presiso spectacular that divers returned to the surface in wide-eyed
dent of The National Geographic Society. Grosvenor was imamazement at what they had seen. This underwater wonderpressed with Cousteau and his work, and agreed to publish his
land supplied an abundance of new and colorful visual matearticle on the Red Sea expedition.
rial, much different from Cousteau 's Mediterranean stock. The
Perry Ellis and James Dugan were in New York and eager to
first expedition was a great success, and Calypso and her jubiassist their French friend. Ellis got working on her TV conneclant crew returned to Toulon in February 1952.
tions and these yielded a deal for three films for OMNIBUS, a
There would be many more exciting expeditions as Coustninety minute program set up by the Ford Foundation, but careau pushed forward into the world's oceans, taking with him
ried by commercial sponsorship.
an assortment of fellow adventurers. The life of a crew mem26
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Randol, France, October 1997. In the town where the first Aqualung entered the sea,
Philippe Tailliez and Jean-Michel Cousteau unveil a plaque to commemorate the
French Pioneers of Diving, Jacques Yves Cousteau, Frederic Dumas and Philippe Tailliez.
Dugan also started working on the 15 years worth of logs
and notes provided by Cousteau and Dumas. The striking underwater color images from the Red Sea and the Mediterranean, coupled with a professional text, soon secured a publishing contract with Harper and Brothers. Dugan's obvious journalistic talents elevated him from merely compiling the translation, and he was contracted to construct the notes and logs of
Cousteau and Dumas into a book form. The logs and notes
went back to the early Mediterranean days and were all in
French. Cousteau had to provide the clarifications of translations for Dugan, who polished them to a flowing non technical
prose, with an adventurous flavor that was to have a wide general appeal.
America got a sneak
preview of what was to
come in October 1952
when THE NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC
MAGAThe best-seller
ZINE
ran
a
42-page
lead
that transports
article
by
Cousteau
titled
you to the cool,
"Fish Men Explore a New
compelling
Wft'ntu•rtnnd
World Undersea." It was
his first of several appearances in the internationally respected publication
and the array of underwater color photos showing
brilliant corals and silent
wrecks were dazzling. A
footnote at the end of the
article noted that The Silent World, by Cousteau
and Dumas, was due in
February 1953. The stage
was set.
By Capt. J. Y. Cousteau

Thrilling everyone!

tliirt

World
with FHDEIIIC DUMAS
703 photograph•, 20 In lull color
$4.00 at all boohtor&s

HARPER & BROTHERS
49 hit 33rd St., N. 'f. 16

THE SILENT WoRLD AR-

RIVES

"The Silent World. A
story of undersea discovery and adventure, by the
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first men to swim at record depths with the freedom of fish"
read the colorful cover, which also featured Dumas 132 feet
deep between two red gorgonian corals. Sandwiched in the
middle of the 266 pages were 62 pages of photographs. Starting with black and white images from the free diving days of
1936, and ending with color shots from the Mediterranean and
Red Sea, they featured many of the wonderful sea inhabitants
that Cousteau had encountered. Perhaps the most memorable
image was a sequence showing a shark turning and heading
directly at the camera. The content page listed such intriguing
chapters as "Menfish," "Monsters We Have Met," "Treasure
Below," "Fifty Fathoms Down," and "Rapture of the Deep."
The book also had the good fortune to carry a favorable review by Rachel Carson on the back cover. Carson had authored
the greatly admired and successful title The Sea Around Us,
and her review also ran in the New York Times.
The Silent World was an instant success and at the end of the
year had sold 486,000 copies. This was a truly remarkable feat,
and a testament to the combined skills of the authors, considering that only a handful of these readers could have been divers
at the time.
U.S. DIVERS ARRIVES
Prior to the publication of The Silent World, the Aqualung
had received a boost from Hollywood with the movie "The
Frogmen." The movie contained some substantial special effects and Aqualungs were prominently featured in the underwater scenes. The August 1951 issue of POPULAR MECHANICS MAGAZINE ran a story on special effects in movies and
used a cover illustration of navy combat divers wearing
Aqualungs. These units were supplied to the movie by Rene
Bussoz. At that time he was still operating his business as Rene
Sport, but historian Bill Watson noted that the magazine carried an advertisement stating that U.S. Divers had supplied these
Aqualungs. This early printed reference would seem to indicate that Rene had possibly formed U.S. Divers to handle movie
and other special projects involving the Aqualung, as it would
be another seven months before he introduced U.S. Divers to
the recreational diving market.
At this time American public exposure to the Aqualung had
been limited to a few magazine articles and the movie. How27

Skin Diver cofounder Chuck Blakeslee and J. Y. Cousteau.
ever, it was being promoted in some books. The early SPACO
technical brochure covering its operation would appear to be
America's first sports scuba diving title. Reference to Aqualung
operation is also made in Schenck and Kendall's Shallow Water Diving for Pleasure and Profit which was published in 1950
by Cornell Maritime Press. Given the book's title it could possibly be considered the second American book on sports scuba
diving, but the Aqualung appears under the heading "Commercial Throw-Away Outfits."
Unlike the one month shelf life of a magazine, a good book
has a much longer exposure. The publishing of The Silent World,
and its continued residence in book stores, announced the arrival of sports scuba diving to the general American public.

Standard
&

scuba Divers
• Solid bronze statues (limited editions) :
Sitting standard diver- KMB17 helmet
WWII British Human torpedo
Scuba tank with B.C.
• Clay pipe (helmet)
• Engraved Zippo lighter
(diver with Rouquayrol regulator)

• Augustus Siebe helmet resin model
• Brass bookmarks (helmets)
• Posters, etc.

Free catalog on request by fax :
(33) 494 88 13 62
or by mail:

BATHUS - BP 100
83110 Sanary I mer
FRANCE
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U.S. Divers catalog Apri/1953.
(Nick /corn Collection)
They started reading, and they started to take to the sea in
increasing numbers. The fledgling recreational diving industry
was ready and waiting for them.
Whatever misgivings Rene Bussoz may have had about the
sports diving business, he soon overcame them. By the time
SKIN DIVER produced its fourth issue in March/April 1952,
Rene Sport had become U.S. Divers Corporation at 1045
Broxton Avenue, Westwood Village, Los Angeles 24, California. Their full page advert noted that they sold diving gear 'The
very same as used by Uncle Sam's Underwater Commandos,
as you saw them in the exciting movie, "The Frogmen." To
support his new company and their Aqualung products, Rene
Bussoz produced a small 24-page book titled Self Contained
Diving. It was published on April I, 1952 by U.S. Divers Co.
and is believed to be the third American book printed on recreational scuba diving. It was reprinted numerous times.
Throughout 1952 U.S. Divers expanded their inventory, adding underwater camera housings to their free diving and scuba
products line. Their advert in the August 1952 SKIN DIVER
invited readers to send for the company's free catalog. It is
possible that this catalog may not have been much more than a
flyer. Nick Icorn records the first U.S. Divers catalog at April
1953, which was published without a printed reference to the
company. This was followed two months later by a revised edition in June 1953 which had U.S. Divers Co. on the cover. As
the sole suppliers of Aqualungs, U.S. Divers' business quickly
flourished and their line of products also increased. Their June
1955 catalog contained Pirelli oxygen rebreathers, Cornelius
compressors, imported French and Italian equipment, early
scuba diving books and numerous other items.
Back in France the success of U.S. Divers and the proliferation of American recreational diving had not gone unnoticed.
By 1955 Air Liquide had bought out Rene Bussoz, and added
U.S. Divers to their corporate ranks. By this time approximately
25,000 Aqualungs had been sold, 80% of them in California,
and by the end of the 1960's there were over I ,000,000 divers
in America.
To ensure that the correct "French connection" was made,
Jacques Yves Cousteau became Chairman of U.S. Divers Corporation. His distinctive image became synonymous with the
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The Cousteau Society Inc.
870 Greenbrier Circle, Suite 402
Chesapeake, VA 23320-2641
The [austeau Satiety

The Jean-Michel Cousteau Institute
1933 Cliff Drive, Suite 10
Santa Barbara, CA 93109

Jacques Yves Cousteau, Chairman of the Board
company in much the same way that his Aqualung became the
generic term for all scuba. Through the 1950's and 60's U.S.
Divers expanded their range of equipment and in 1968 celebrated the 25th anniversary of the invention of the Aqualung.
To mark the occasion U.S. Divers produced 100 gold plated
Royal Aqua-Master twin hose regulators, to honor the invention that had launched an industry. In 1993 they celebrated the
Aqualung's Golden Anniversary. The company is still located
in southern California and is a Founding Member of the
HDSUSA.
Even as Chairman of U.S. Divers, Captain Cousteau continued his underseas quest, sharing the joys and tragedies of his
adventures with us through his films and books. Using Calypso as his base, he roved the world and became the ocean's
best ambassador as he bore first hand witness to the decline of
the pristine world he first entered in 1936. His crusades drew
the attention of tens of thousands of people who shared his
concerns for the underseas and its inhabitants. In 1974 he formed
the Cousteau Society, a nonprofit educational group that provided his supporters with a focused environmental purpose and
a united identity. His widow, Francine, now heads The Cousteau Society and has pledged to continue the work started by
the Captain. The nonprofit Jean-Michel Cousteau Institute has
been established by his son to further the goals that he shared
with his father.
Jacques Yves Cousteau's concern for the health of our ailing
oceans became his full commitment to saving all of our water
planet. Now that the Captain has returned to the silent world
all of us need to make this same commitment and complete his
unfinished work.
Our future depends upon it.
There is no greater service that can be done in his memory.
Leslie Leaney
HISTORICAL DIVER No.l3 Falll997

Author's notes. The intent of this article has been to provide
some insight into the early career of Jacques Yves Cousteau
and events that lead to the publishing of The Silent World and
the formation of U.S. Divers. I have purposely not provided a
referenced index to the text. It is my hope that readers seeking
to clarify certain historical points or learn more about this intriguing period will conduct their own research by reading the
four main printed information sources that I have used. These
are The Silent World, To Hidden Depths, Undersea Explorer
and Cousteau, An Unauthorized Biography. Details of these
titles are in "A guide to the early books of Captain Jacques
Yves Cousteau." As a general guide, quotes attributed to Jacques
Yves Cousteau are from The Silent World or Cousteau, an Unauthorized Biography, quotes attributed to Philippe Tailliez are
from To Hidden Depths, and quotes attributed to James Dugan
are from Undersea Explorer. All of these books are available
from used book dealers specializing in diving titles, such as
HDSUSA members Jeff Dennis and Patricia Larkham. They
both have advertisements in this issue. The Silent World is still
in print and should be available at most major book stores.
I have attempted to produce as accurate a detailing of events
as possible. There are various differences in certain historical
details recorded in the four books and in other sources I have
used. Readers having a more accurate accounting of the events
of this period are invited to share their opinions, and HISTORICAL DIVER invites letters noting corrections or clarification's
which we will publish in future issues. We have tried to acknowledge all photographic sources but have probably missed
some. I apologize to anyone whose work is not properly credited and HISTORICAL DIVER will publish any submitted corrections in the next issue. I would humbly request that any errors or oversights be viewed in a spirit similar to that which the
Society and its members undertake the recording of diving history, which is for the greater benefit of everyone.
I am indebted to the following people for their assistance;
E.R. Cross for access to his files and memory, Axel Madsen
for his book Cousteau, an Unauthorized Biography, Eric
Hannauer for his research into the arrival of the Aqualung in
America, Nick Icorn for his input and guidance regarding U.S.
Divers, their catalogs and the early technical aspects of the
Aqualung, Rocky Rockwell for his research work with Commander Doug Fane, and Jean-Michel Cousteau for his assistance and support of all of our work.
Thanks are due to The Cousteau Society, The Jean-Michel
Cousteau Institute, Chuck Blakeslee, Peter Jackson, Leo
McCarthy, Bonnie Cardone, Paul Tzimoulis and SKIN DIVER
MAGAZINE, David Stancil, Lee Selisky, Steve Barsky, Dr.
Sam Miller, and Joseph 'the provider' Jaynes.
~~$
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A guide to the early books
of

Captain
Jacques Yves Cousteau
By Philippe Rousseau and Leslie Leaney
The following titles are provided as a guide to some of the early French and American Cousteau books. They are not
intended to be a definitive bibliography. The dimensions of the dust jackets of the preceding books are of various sizes.
They have been formatted to a standard size to give the article a uniform layout.

PAR DIX-HUIT METRES DE FOND: HISTOIRE D'UN FILM.

Durel, Paris, 1946.
The cover of the book only credits Jacques-Yves Cousteau but the
title page also credits P. Taillez (sic) and F. Dumas. The content
records the early Mediterranean free diving adventures and includes
a large section of photographs at the back. Dedicated to Commandant Yves Le Prieur. Possibly the rarest of all Cousteau titles with
only 2000 printed. No English language translation of this title.

LA PLONGEE EN SCAPHANDRE.

Cousteau with Tailliez, Alinat, Devilla and Dumas, members of
Groupe d'Etudes et de Recherches Sous-Marine. Editions Elzevir,
Paris, 1949.
Cousteau and his fellow authors were members of the Undersea
Research and Development Group (G. E. R. S.) of the French Navy.
Covers numerous aspects of scuba diving. No English language
translation of this edition.

THE SILENT WoRLD.

Cousteau with F. Dumas. Harper Brothers, New York, 1953.
The book that brought Cousteau and the Aqualung international
recognition. Compiled from the diving logs ofCousteau and Dumas.
James Dugan worked with Cousteau on the translated text which
covered the formative years in the Mediterranean and the first Calypso expedition to the Red Sea.
LE MoNDE ou SILENCE.

Cousteau with F. Dumas. Hachette, Paris, 1953.
French translation of the prior American title.
LAMER.

V. Romanovsky, Claude Francis-Boeuf, Jacques Bourcart in collaboration with J.-Y. Cousteau, P. Bohe, Jean Feuga, M. Guierre
and J. Peytel. Librairie Larousse, Paris, 1953.
Large format book with chapters relating to various aspects of the
sea. Several early Cousteau photos are included with traditional
helmet diving photos. No English language printing of this title.
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THE CoMPLETE MANUAL oF FREE DIVING.
(With Tailliez, Dumas, Alinat, De villa, Perrimond-Trouchet and Cabarrou)
Putnam's Sons, New York, 1957.
This book is the English language translation of La Plongee, Editions
Arthaud, 1955. The French edition does not credit Cousteau or Devilla
as authors, and is therefore not listed in this guide.

U

!lE LA "CIILYl>SO"

le monde
du silence

LE VOYAGE DE LA "CALYPSO" I LE MONDE DU SILENCE.
Hachette, 1957. (Cover shown 1964 reprint.)
This is a photographic album containing a large selection of b&w and
color photos from Calypso's voyage to film scenes for the movie "The
Silent World." Luis Marden, Pierre Goupil, Louis Malle and Andre Laban
are credited as photographers on the title page. No English language printing of this title.
LEs MERVEILLES DU MoNDE I Au SEUIL DES PROFONDEURS MARINES.
Nestle I Kohler, 1958.
The book relates to the early exploration dives of Cousteau and the Calypso team. It came with no photographs, only spaces in the text where
they could be attached. To acquire the photos readers had to purchase a
candy bar made by Nestle I Kohler. Each candy came with one photo
which the reader could stick in a designated position in the book. A very
limited printing. No English language printing of this title.

-RELATED TITLESAspects of Jacques Cousteau's career were also recorded by various other authors, some of who were involved in
his projects. The following is a partial guide to some of these titles published in English language.

by

SELF CoNTAINED DIVING. By Rene Bussoz. U.S. Divers Co. West Los Angeles, California. 1952.
A small paper book covering the Aqualung and it's use written by the founder of U.S. Divers. There are several later
printings of this title, some by The Nautilus Press of Los Angeles. This is a "must have" book for collectors of
Cousteau related material and American scuba books. We would be interested in hearing from readers who have any
of the different editions in their library.
To HIDDEN DEPTHS. By Captain Philippe Tailliez. E.P. Dutton & Co. Inc. New York. 1954.
The essential companion volume to Cousteau's Silent World by the man who, among many other things, introduced
him to diving. Cousteau writes a brief introductory note.
UNDER SEA ExPLORER. The story of Captain Cousteau. By James Dugan. Harper & Brothers, New York, 1957.
An overview of the Captain's early career. The author was instrumental in getting Cousteau recognition in America,
and was heavily involved in the writing of The Silent World.
CousTEAU. An unauthorized biography. By Axel Madsen. Beaufort, New York, 1986.
A well written detailing of the Captain's amazing life above and below the sea up to the year prior to publication.
HISTORICAL DIVER No.l3 Fal11997
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Simone Melchior Cousteau
Whatever the course of her life might have been, there
is no question it changed radically when Simone Melchior
met Jacques-Yves Cousteau at a party in Paris in 1936.
She was a 17 year old student, he was a 26 year old French
Navy lieutenant. He was already involved in the ocean
world, spending his free time snorkeling, freediving,
spearfishing and snapping U/W photographs with his
friends Philippe Tailliez and Frederic Dumas.
When they met, Cousteau was recuperating from a car
accident that had nearly cost him the use of one arm and
ended his hopes of becoming a pilot. Obviously captivated by the slim, green-eyed girl, Cousteau courted
Simone for a year while she finished school. On every
furlough he traveled to Paris from Toulon, where he was
Philippe, Simone, Jacques-Yves and Jean-Michel,
stationed. Simone and Jacques were married July 12,
Cousteau family dive.
1937. She was 18, he was 27.
pany had little money for crew members.
It was fitting that Simone would marry an officer in the
Although Jacques and Simone had apartments in France
French Navy. Her father, a former French naval officer
and Monaco, they spent little time in either place. Their
who was the son and grandson of French naval officers,
sons went to boarding school and Simone is said to have
currently worked for Air Liquide, France's principal proconsidered the Calypso her real home. In at least one inducer of industrial gases. Simone is reported to have reterview, Jacques said, "She lives to
marked that her only regret was not
spend hour after hour in the wind and
being a boy so she, too could join
the sun, watching, thinking, trying to
the French navy.
unravel the mystery of the sea." Life
After the wedding, the Cousteaus
on the Calypso apparently agreed
lived in Sanary, near Toulon, where
with her, in most of the photos I have
Simone dived and spearfished with
seen of her, Madame Cousteau looks
her husband, Tailliez and Dumas.
relaxed, happy and well tanned.
The couple's first son, Jean-Michel,
Traveling was not new to her, she had
was born in May 6, 1938, a second
lived where her father was stationed;
son, Philippe (named for Philippe
born in Oran, Algeria, she spent sevTailliez), was born December 30,
eral years in Japan, where she learned
1940.
to love sushi.
Ten years later, when a boat-the
Simone was aboard the Calypso on
Calypso-was donated to her
every expedition. The only woman,
husband's newly formed oceanoshe was known affectionately as la
graphic company, Simone, who
bergere, - the shepherdess - and
came from a wealthy family, reportwatched over the crewmen, whom
edly sold some of her jewelry to fishe called "her boys." According to
nance its conversion from a naval
her son, Jean-Michel, she was "the
vessel to research vessel. On the
permanent and original source of the
Calypso's first expedition in 1951,
Calypso's spirit."
she served as nurse, secretary and asSimone showed no desire for the
sistant cook because the new comJacques and Simone
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spotlight, remaining in the background throughout her
life. She never appeared in her husband's films. She was
with him, however, in the Rose Garden when President
Jack Kennedy presented him with National Geographic's
gold medal for "having opened up the ocean floor to man
and science." And, during the filming of World Without
Sun, she made two dives a day to the underwater habitat
known as Starfish House. She and Jacques even celebrated
their 26th wedding anniversary in Starfish House.
Not much is known of Simone's later years. She died
in Monaco on December 2, 1990 of cancer. She was survived by her husband Jacques-Yves, her son, Jean-Michel
and four grandchildren.
Note: Much of the material contained in this article came
from Cousteau, The Captain & His World, A Personal
Portrait and Cousteau: An Unauthorized Biography.
Jacques- Yves and Simone.

Our congratulations to our loyal contributing editor Bonnie Cardone who has been promoted to the position
of Editor of Skin Diver Magazine. Bonnie has been with SDM for 21 years and has greatly contributed to the
success of the magazine, which is now in it's 47th year. There is absolutely no truth to the rumor circulating
through the industry that this appointment is a consolation prize for Ms. Cardone, who was secretly hoping to
obtain the exalted position of Editor of HISTORICAL DIVER MAGAZINE, and revel in the exorbitant
salary, expense account, company limo, bonus scheme and stock option benefit package that accompany it.

I Thought I saw Atlantis
Reminiscences of a Pioneer Skin & Scuba Diver
By Albert Tillman
AI Tillman is an early pioneer of
scuba diving training and diver
education, with over 50 years of
diving experience, adventures and
stories. In this informal panorama
of recreational diving and its practices, he recounts many of the most
spectacular and monumental
events in his unique journey
through the underwater world.
With a strong sense of the historical forces that made diving what it
is today, he tells about his experiences from the personal associations with other pioneers to the
large and small events that shaped diving. This is an essential
book for any one having an interest in the recreational diving
industry and its history.
"AI Tillman has moulded and placed a cornerstone in the evolution of the sport of skin and SCUBA diving. I Thought I saw
Atlantis has the potential for inspiring a change in your life to
go diving. Or it may bring back many memories."- Zale Parry,
diving pioneer
$14.95 soft bound, $39.95limited edition signed and numbered
hardbound, plus $5.00 domestic p&p, $10.00 overseas p&p.
CAres. add 7.75% sales tax.
HISTORICAL DIVER No.l3 Fa111997

line of books for the diver

blications on just diving
a sample of the many
we have available
• Underwater Photography
• Underwater Inspection
• Underwater Welding
• Salvage Techniques
• Diving Physiology
• Mixed Gas Diving
• Diving Medicine
• Decompression
• Nitrox Diving
• Diving Safety
For more information on these or
other Best books, call for a
free catalog

68-1055
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DEVELOPMENT OF SELF- CONTAINED DIVING
PRIOR TO COUSTEAU-GAGNAN
By Peter Jackson
This very brief article outlines a few of the landmarks in the development of self-contained diving, serving at the same time,
perhaps, to illustrate how slowly that development has progressed.
In 1825, William James proposed to supply the diver with a manually controlled flow of air from a reservoir. Exactly a hundred
years later, Yves Le Prieur proposed also to supply the diver with a manually controlled supply of air from a reservoir. In 1838,
Theodore Guillaumet invented a regulator which would automatically supply air to the diver as and when he required it and at the
same pressure as the surrounding water. A hundred years later, the same device was about to be reborn as the Aqualung,
The progress of invention is a continuous process of adaptation and refinement and owes much more to the labours of mostly
unknown technicians than to the proclamations of visionaries and dreamers. However, the hundred year delay between the original invention and its practical fulfillment was due not so much to the need for technical refinement as to the need for an appropriate application. No invention, however good, succeeds unless there is a need for it. Le Prieur and Cousteau did not need a means
to build harbours and bridges or salvage sunken ships- tried and tested apparatus for such purposes already existed. What they
wanted was a simple, inexpensive and independent means to explore the freedom of the sea. Diving was to become a new sport.
1825. WILLIAM H. JAMES
Perhaps the first practicable proposal for a self-contained diving apparatus was the invention of Englishman William James. His apparatus comprised of a copper or leather helmet
with a glass plate window, attached to a waterproof tunic sealed at the waist and wrists by
"elastic bandages." Air was supplied to the helmet, via a hand operated valve and a rubber
tube, from an iron reservoir in the form of a cylindrical belt around the diver's body. Weights,
suspended below the reservoir, maintained the diver's equilibrium. The diver inhaled through
his nose and exhaled through a mouthpiece connected by a short tube to an escape valve in the
crown of the helmet. James suggested that, with the reservoir charged to 30 atmospheres, the
diver would have enough air for about one hour.
1828. LEMAIRE D' AUGERVILLE
D' Augerville, a Paris dentist, devised an ingenious apparatus with which he attempted to
salvage the cargo from the wreck of the Bellona. The apparatus comprised of a large cylindrical reservoir of compressed air carried vertically on the diver's back. A hand operated valve
allowed the diver to control the flow of air from the reservoir to a flexible bag mounted on his
chest, from which he inhaled via a tube leading to a mouthpiece. The eyes and nose were
enclosed by a copper face mask with eyepieces and an exhalation valve. The mask was lined
with dental cement to ensure a good seal to the face. The apparatus incorporated means to
control buoyancy and was furnished with ballast weights which could be released in an emergency to allow the diver to rise to the surface unaided.
1831. CHARLES CONDERT
Condert, a Brooklyn machinist, invented a self-contained diving dress similar in many aspects to that of William James. It comprised of a two-piece suit of trousers and a tunic to
which was attached a helmet, the whole outfit being made from rubber proofed cloth. A horseshoe shaped reservoir made from 6 inch copper pipe was suspended around the waist by
shoulder straps. Air was supplied to the helmet through a tube from a hand controlled valve
mounted on the reservoir, surplus air escaping from a simple small hole in the crown of the
helmet, a far from ideal arrangement. Condert made a number of descents into the East River
at Brooklyn and his enterprise was well recorded, as was his unfortunate death, when the air
tube to the helmet broke.
1860. BENOIT ROUQUAYROL
The Rouquayrol Denayrouze apparatus is familiar to most of us as the direct ancestor of the
Aqualung, consisting simply of a compressed air reservoir and a single stage demand valve
with a rubber hose leading to a mouthpiece of the type still used today. A duck beak, or flutter
valve, adjacent to the demand valve diaphragm exhausted the exhaled breath into the water.
In his original patent of 1860, Rouquayrol described a vertical cylinder with the demand
valve mounted on the top. By the time the apparatus had been developed in co-operation with
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Denayrouze, a naval Lieutenant, the reservoir had become horizontally mounted across the shoulders like the familiar soldier's
knapsack of the day. Jules Verne equipped Captain Nemo and the men of the Nautilus with the Rouquayrol Denayrouze apparatus
in his classic story 20,000 Leagues Under the Seas.
The apparatus was intended initially to be worn without any form of dress, other than a nose clip, optional goggles and woolens
for protection in cold waters. This radical departure was ahead of its time and quickly gave way to a lightweight waterproof suit
and face mask, descriptively called the Pig Snout. This, in turn eventually gave way to a conventional diving dress with a three
bolt helmet.
As mentioned earlier, the use of a demand valve for diving purposes was proposed much earlier by Theodore Guillaumet and
patented by him in 1838. However, it is not known if the device, which was supplied by hose from a surface pump was ever
manufactured.
1878. HENRY FLEUSS
Englishman Henry Fleuss invented the first practicable self-contained diving apparatus using the
closed-circuit principle in which the oxygen consumed by the diver was replaced from a reservoir
and the carbon dioxide produced was absorbed by caustic soda.
In his first apparatus, Fleuss adapted the standard diving dress with a specially constructed helmet with double walls, the space between being, charged with pure oxygen to a pressure of 16 ats.
Suspended from the corselet inside the dress were two chambers containing pieces of sponge rubber soaked in caustic soda. The diver wore an oral-nasal mask with inlet valves in the sides, through
which he inhaled. Exhaled breath passed through a flexible tube from the mask into the front chamber which was connected in series with the back chamber by a second hose which led over the
shoulder. Thus the exhaled breath passed through both chambers and back into the helmet. The
dress, being flexible, acted as a counterlung and the diver controlled the flow of oxygen from he
reservoir into the helmet by means of a fine control valve.
Fleuss used his diving dress with considerable success, attracting a great deal of media interest,
and developed it into a number of more practical forms for diving and mines rescue purposes. A direct descendent, the proto
apparatus, was used in mines and fire services all over the world for decades, making possible the saving of countless lives. The
practicality of Fleuss' invention led to several manufacturers producing closed-circuit apparatus, such as the Davis Escape Apparatus, tauchretter and gegenlunge to name but a few.
1906. HALL and REES
The invention and development, by the French scientist Jaubert, of oxygen producing compound of sodium and potassium
peroxides, led to the development of a self-contained apparatus by Captain Hall and Dr. Rees in co-operation with Siebe, Gorman
&Co.
Intended for submarine escape use, and briefly adopted by the Royal Navy for the purpose, the apparatus comprised of a light
helmet attached to a long jacket of waterproofed canvas with rubber cuffs at the wrists, a belt to gather the waist and a crotch strap.
A specially designed canister, housed in a pocket inside the chest of the jacket, contained the oxygen producing compound and
was connected, via a short flexible tube, to a mouthpiece. The jacket acted a counterlung and the diver breathed in and out through
the canister, where the moisture in his exhaled breath reacted with the chemicals, liberating oxygen. The product of this reaction
was alkaline and so conveniently, absorbed the exhaled carbon dioxide.
The Hall-Rees apparatus was used as a shallow diving dress and may be seen in use in the Williamson Bros. Film "20,000
leagues under the sea." (Available on page 53) Escape apparatus working on the same principle is s~ill used in mines today.

1,331,601.
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1918. WATANABE RIICHI
Tokyo engineer Watanabe Riichi patented his self-contained apparatus in 1918. It was marketed under the name of Ogushi s Peerless Respirator and comprised of one or two air cylinders,
each containing I 000 litres of air at 150 ats, carried vertically on the wearer's back. These were
connected, via an adjustable regulator and hose, to a flexible bag in the form of a curved tube,
attached by a belt to the front of the diver's waist. The diver wore an oval rubber mask with a
glass pane, which covered the eyes and nose in the same fashion as the more modern dive mask.
A rather bizarre means of admitting air to the diver from the flexible bag took the form of a valve
projecting below the mask with two levers which could be clamped together by the diver's teeth
to allow air to flow into the mask from the bag which, being at a greater depth that the mask (at
least when in the upright position as presumably intended), was a greater pressure. Inhalation
was through the nose, of course, and exhalation through the mouth.
It is interesting to note that a surface supplied version of the Ogushi Mask and lever valve was
illustrated and described in a Russian Navy diving manual of 1945, presumably still in use at
that time. For a much more detailed account of this extraordinary contraption, see HD # 8.
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1926. LE PRIEUR
French naval officer Yves Le Prieur introduced his first self-contained apparatus in 1926. It comprised of a Michelin air cylinder worn on the back, from which a loop of metal tubing led over the
shoulder to an adjustable regulator connected by a flexible hose to a Femez Mouthpiece with an outlet
valve. Femez goggles and a nose clip completed the outfit. The diver regulated a continuous flow of air
from the cylinder to the mouthpiece, the surplus escaping through a duck beak valve into the surrounding water. The Femez-Le Prieur Apparatus, as it was called was superseded in 1934 by the more
familiar and successful Le Prieur Apparatus, which utilized the same cylinder, now suspended in front
of the wearer by means of neck and waist straps. The hand-controlled regulator was attached directly
to the cylinder valve outlet and fed air in a continuous stream through a hose to a full face mask.
Although limited in duration the Le Prieur Apparatus enjoyed considerable popularity in its day due
to its simplicity, reliability and ease of use.
1935. COMMEINHES
Rene Commeinhes invented his apparatus in 1935. It was manufactured by him for fire fighting use
and was official! y adopted by the French Army and Navy in 193 7. It was, in fact, very similar to a
number of other makes of fire fighting apparatus, such as the Mandet, which had been in production
since about 1910.
The apparatus consisted of two high pressure air cylinders, between which was mounted a demand
regulator comprising of a lever operated valve attached to a rubber bag such that, when the wearer
inhaled from the bag, it would collapse and open the lever valve to admit air from the cylinders into the
bag, and so to the wearer.
The apparatus was adapted by Rene's son Georges for diving purposes and was tested by him to a
depth of 53 metres off Marseille on June 30'h 1943. Sadly, Georges Commenhes was killed in a tank
battle in 1944, probably never having known that at the same time that he was test diving his new
apparatus another similar device was also being tested by two of his fellow countrymen, Cousteau and
Gagnan.
PETER JACKSON is a self-employed engineer specializing in the design and manufacture of diving, fire-fighting and industrial
breathing apparatus. Peter is the HDSUSA representative in the UK and is a contributing editor for HISTORICAL DIVER MAGAZINE.
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Ye Olde Master Divers Locker
Being a visual accounting of some of the weird and wonderful
diving gear evaluated by the US Navy

Emerson 0 2 Rebreather
circa 1952

Official U.S.Navy
Reprint from the original.

1905 Manual for Divers
Containing seven chapters on the basics of Navy diving including
descriptions and photos of equipment by Morse and Siebe Gorman that
the Navy used at that period.
Hardbound 5 3/4" x 4 1/4", with gold embossed title, 44 pages of text,
13 b&w photos. $20.00 plus $5 domestic p&p, $8 overseas p&p. CA.
res. add 7.75% sales tax.
All proceeds go to EDU M&W fund and HDSUSA.
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***********************************************
~ Helmets of the Deep ~
CHAS. H. SANTORN
The appearance of the San torn helmet in the last issue produced some activity in England and in Florida. Contributing
Editor Peter Jackson knew exactly in which publication the photographs of the helmet could be found and he followed up
his phone call with a letter and photos which are reproduced here. Leon Lyons also phoned (at 6:15am, Thank You Very
Much!) to say he had two old photos of the helmet in his files, and these are also reproduced on page 39.

Dear Editors,
The Santorn helmet featured in H.D.#l2 is identical to one shown in an article which first appeared in the STRAND
MAGAZINE Sept. 1896, entitled MODERN PEARL FISHING, written and illustrated by H. Phelps Whitmarsh. The
helmet is clearly shown in several of the photographs which illustrate the article, all of which are typically elaborate
Victorian studio shots with painted backdrops and various props, such as sea fans and sponges, scattered around.
I first came across this article when I was thirteen years old. In fact, it was the very first piece of diving related
literature that I acquired. In more recent years, I have wondered what make of diving apparatus was shown, as I did not
recognize it. You have solved a long standing mystery!
Whitmarsh also wrote books, one of which was The Young Pearl Divers published in 1896 by Joseph Knight of
Boston, in which four of the photographs from the STRAND article appeared. The cover was nicely decorated, with a
thirteen legged octopus (is that lucky?) on the front, and a superb gilt diver on the spine. A later ( 190 I) English edition,
published by J. and F. Shaw in London, contained only two of the photographs and lacked the cover decoration.
It would be interesting to know a little about Lieut. H. Phelps Whitmarsh. In the STRAND article, he describes his own
experiences as a pearl diver in Australian waters, yet makes reference to his own "northern shores." I assume he was
American, simply because his books were published in Boston and his diving apparatus came from Boston. Also, using
one's middle name, following the initial of the first name, is a peculiarly American fashion and very uncommon in
England. Perhaps someone out there will turn something up?
Peter Jackson,
Sussex, England.
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Undated photos of a diver with his tender and pump man in the back ground. The unusual Santoro exhaust valve can be
clearly seen at the back of the helmet bonnet. Another photo of the diver and two exotic 'hats.'
Photos courtesy of Leon Lyons
The intent of this column is to provide a forum for information on helmet diving equipment that was unable to be included in Leon Lyons
book HELMETS OF THE DEEP. The text refers to page numbers in the book, which is available from HDSUSA. It is hoped that this forum will
provide all of us with a greater understanding of equipment development, and submissions are welcome from everyone.

HELMETS OF THE DEEP
By Leon Lyons, 1988
Over 250 helmets from around the
world are categorized by country and
manufacturer. Additional sections cover
diving knives. boots, armored diving
dress and miscellaneous diving related
items. Printed in color the text is in
English, French and German. Limited to I 000 copies, each signed
by the author, 370 pages. Hardbound $297.00, leather-bound
$497.00 plus $18.00 Domestic P&P. Contact HDS for overseas
shipping. CA residents add 7.75% sales tax.

Win your own copy of
Helmets of the Deep
see page 11 for details.
DEEP DIVING AND SUBMARINE
OPERATIONS
by Sir Robert H. Davis

I

NAUi/"'IEK

I

I

Limited edition
published to celebrate
the 175th anniversary
of Siebe Gorman,

STANDARD DIV/N(II
EQUIPMENT

Van Polanenpark 182
2241 R W Wassenaar
Netherlands
TEL: 011 31 70 51 147 40
FAX: 011 31 70 51 783 96
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Published in a two volume set bound in reflex blue with
gold embossed covers with matching dust jackets. Both
volumes come in a reflex blue presentation slip case. Introductions by Nick Baker and Leslie Leaney. 712 pages
over 650 photographs, line drawings and illustrations. Each
set individually numbered. Limited edition of 1500 copies only. For a review and chronology refer to HISTORICAL DIVER Issue No 6. Price $195.00 p.p. $15.00.
CA residents add 7.75% sales tax. Contact HDSUSA for
overseas shipping rates.
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BOOK REVIEW
20,000 Jobs Under the Sea. A History of Diving and Underwater Engineering.
by Torrance R. Parker
Sub-Sea Archives, Palos Verdes Peninsular, California. 1997.
354 pages, B&W photos. Hardbound. First edition limited to 1000 copies only.
Reviewed by Leslie Leaney

During our work at the HDS office we are often asked by
members for advice on which diving books they should acquire. Well here's the best advice we can give anyone right
now. Stop reading this review. Go immediately to the order
form for this book. Fill it out and fax it to us without delay.
Because as sure as sharks have teeth, this book will sell out
and go straight into the collectors market.
Commercial helmet diving has been practiced in America
for nearly 170 years, with scant recording of its rich history.
Torrance Parker's self published 20,000 JoBs UNDER THE SEA
is the book that the commercial diving industry, and America,
has NEEDED for a long, long time. It has been a long time
coming but is well worth the wait. As soon as you open it
you know that it is a substantial accounting of the trade of
Divers T. W. Conklin and E. Hickman diving in
the American diver. As soon as you start reading it you know
New York.
that it is a work of great passion, executed with great pride.
The historical diving topics covered in this book are so
expansive that a reference to their headings would fill this page. Suffice to say that
this is the most comprehensive book published on American diving history that I
am aware of and the quality of it's content and character allow it to reside comfortably beside Sir Robert H. Davis's DEEP DIVING AND SuBMARINE OPERATIONS. It will
be a library essential.
The book is divided into two parts the first of which is titled "The Hand Pump
Era," and covers the establishing of diving in America. The types of equipment and
the manufacturers that launched the commercial diving industry are all covered
here. The text is complemented by some magnificent period wood prints of diving
operations which set an impressive visual tone and standard that is constant throughout the remainder of this enthralling book.
It is in Part One that we not only get to learn about the expansion of diving in the
fields of construction and engineering but are introduced to some of larger than life
divers who dominated the trade. These were the giants from whose shadow the
modem American diver emerges, and Torrance paints an enthralling picture of these
colorful characters.
Primary among these
is Ed Defever, who at
6' 4" and 240 lbs tackled an assortment of
tasks from building a
Al Christie, working on the
marine railway to suColorado River 1910.
pervlsmg
early
Hollywood's diving.
The times of "Crawfish" Al Christie come to life through the pages
of his diving scrapbook and through numerous photos from the early
part of this century. The adventurous life and tragic death of Bill
Reed, who became a legend for his work under the San Francisco
bridges is recorded, along with Charles Isbell, Wilson Jones, the Smale
brothers, Chuck Linquist, Seattle's Finch family, Rigs Crawford and
other 'brand name' divers. Chapters on Merritt-Chapman & Scott,
the first offshore oil divers, depression era diving and others, record
the jobs and divers that advanced commercial diving up to the out
Depression era divers from around America
break of WWII. Also included are the development of unions, pay
working on a dam at Fort Peck, Montana.
scales and numerous accounts of landmark diving jobs. This section
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of the book closes with an accounting of the Tarpon Springs
sponge diving industry and details how in I 945, at I 6 years
of age, the author entered the industry, acquiring the nickname 'cowboy'.
Part Two is titled "Diving's Golden Age," and covers post
war developments such as the advent of commercial diving
schools, the expansion of oil field diving, large diameter pipeline projects and the abalone fisheries. Some of these subjects go back into the last century and Torrance traces their
origins noting critical development periods. The founding of
the U.S. Navy's diving schools, commencing in 1882, appears in this section along with chapters on the bends, harbor
diving and salvage. Torrance founded Parker Diving Services
in I 947 and a chapter covers the unions and the divers of this
period prior to the Korean War including the author's stint as
Four of Divcon s charter members. Bud Swain, Jiggs Jackson,
an Army diving instructor. The final chapter takes a look at
Murray Black and Walter Thompson.
the current status of
the diving industry and is followed by an appendix section covering Divers and Tenders'
By-Laws and Trade Rules, Trends in Underwater Ship work, Diving Headlines, California's
Pioneer Oil Divers and the connection between diving and pressurized space suits.
It will be obvious to the most casual reader that Torrance has spared no expense in the
preparation and presentation of his work, and it is hard to imagine how any aspect of this
wondrous book could be improved upon. I have been aware of Torrance's fastidious
shepherding of this book for sometime and we all now have the chance to benefit from his
devotion to his subject. The quality and the quantity of historical diving images are spectacular, and the detailing and referencing of the text is excellent. In compiling Historical
Diver Magazine we work with a diving reference library of nearly nine hundred titles from
around the world, that cover the developments of the last two centuries. When it comes to
books on diving it does not get any better than 20,000 Joss UNDER THE SEA.
The First Edition copy of the book is limited to 1,000 copies only and will undoubtedly
quickly sell out. I strongly recommend this book to anyone who associates with any field
of the diving profession. Researched, compiled, written and published by one of the world's
most knowledgeable and respected divers, it is an instant classic!
E.R. Cross at Horse Mesa Dam

Arizona mid 1950s

Historical Quotes
20,000 Joss UNDER THE SEA is an essential book for anyone
involved in commercial or professional diving. In fact, it is a good
book for anyone involved in or interested in diving of any kind. I
have been diving for the last 50 years. This excellent book explains diving history and fills in gaps that I have wondered about
for many years. Like his work during his long commercial diving
career, Torrance Parker has done an outstanding job on the book.
The research, photographs, and printing are first class. If you value
diving history this is a "must have" book.
Bev Morgan. Chairman, Diving Systems International.
Torrance; You have done yourself and the diving industry proud
with your 20,000 Joss UNDER THE SEA. We are proud to have
been a part of diving in this critical era. Also to be a part of your
fine work. An important contribution to the history of diving.
E. R. Cross. Author of Technifacts, Skin Diver Magazine,
Founder of world's first commercial diving school.
Readers and researchers, both today and more importantly in
the future, will be forever grateful that the author spent seven
years compiling and writing 20,000 Joss UNDER THE SEA.
A. L. Scrap Lundy, author of THE CALIFORNIA ABALONE INDusTRY, A PICTORIAL HISTORY.
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20,000 JoBs UNDER THE SEA
By

Torrance Parker
Founder and
President of Parker
Diving Service

This "must have" book is
available from the Historical Diving Society.
Limited to 1000 signed copies this book will
be gone soon so don't wait.
$87.00 plus $8.00 P&P Domestic. International
orders, please check with us for shipping costs.
An order form is located inside the back cover.
Call or Fax your order today.
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Gosport, England
Diving History Seminar at the Museum of Diving and Underwater Exploration,
Royal Navy Submarine Museum.
A two day seminar on diving history was held in October at the recently opened Museum of Diving and Underwater History,
located at the Royal Navy Submarine Museum in Gosport, England. It was organized to coincide with the visit of several senior
American divers who were in the region on a diving/good fellowship/
ale sampling expedition loosely titled as Torrance Parker's Bitter Winter Campaign.
The Seminar was organized by Colin Taylor, a Museum Trustee, and
was attended by divers from Holland, France, America and Great Britain. The Keynote address was given by HDS President Surgeon Vice
Admiral Sir John Rawlins, who is also a member of the HDSUSA Advisory Board. A wide range of diving topics were covered by various
authoritative presenters.
Some of diving's early history was covered in presentations by Peter
Dick, who reviewed the life and times of early submariner Cornelius
Drebbel, and by Bill Braithwaite, who shared his research into his
family's diving heritage. The birth of the JIM suit was detailed by designer Mike Borrow and the always sensitive topic of the life of the
Colin Taylor in Russian dive gear with
Royal
Navy's Commander Lionel 'Buster' Crabb was presented by auTorrance Parker.
thor Michael Welham. From America Trieste pilot U.S. Navy (Rtd.)
Captain Don Keach covered aspects of deep diving with submersibles, and Leslie Leaney gave a brief slide review of some early
English air helmets and some later American helium units. French historian Philippe Rousseau gave a revealing presentation on
French scuba pioneer Commandant Yves Le Prieur and Nick Baker detailed the work of R.N. Captain Damant and his recovery of
the gold from the Laurentic. The Royal Navy was well represented with presentations by Lt. Cdr. John Burden who gave an
overview of the various tasks and equipment in current use under his command, and Cdr. Jeff Tall gave a walking lecture through
the Royal Navy Submarine Museum, of which he is the Director.
Attendees also got to see the numerous items of antique diving equipment in the museum and tour HMS Alliance. The Royal
Navy's first submarine Holland 1, currently undergoing conservation, was also able to be viewed and the weekend was highlighted by a lively evening banquet at HMS Haslar at which the American contingent toasted Colin for a job well done.
Prior to the Seminar, American divers Torrance Parker, Charles Isbell, Don Keach, Kenny Knott, Bud Weiser, Don Wright, Lee
Selisky, Rigden Crawford, Larry Harrison, Jim Burgess and Earl Pickering had been touring various diving oriented locations in
Britain. Included in their itinerary were a visit to the Siebe Gorman Company, the National Maritime Museum, a presentation on
British regulators by Bob Campbell, a visit to the library and diving store
of Adam Ridges, a very traditional English tea at the country home of
Mike and Pamela Watts, tours of the diving school at HMS Haslar, the
base submarine escape training tank and the Mary Rose Exhibition. Various establishments specializing in refreshments and re-fortifications of
the bitter kind were also regularly inspected, under the guidance of diver
Parker, who has, at his own expense, become a leading authority on such
matters.
The group were welcomed to Gosport by the Mayor, Councilor Peter
Edgar who explained the city's unique connection to America. Between
1777 and 1782 about 1,500 Americans who had been captured at sea
during the War of Independence were incarcerated in Forton Prison at
Gosport. These men were the origins of America's first Navy and a delegation from the National Society of the Sons of the Revolution had reGosport Mayor, Councilor Peter Edgar presents
cently attended a ceremony unveiling a bronze plaque to commemorate
a city plaque to visiting American submariner
this unusual connection between Gosport and America. In the continuing
Don Keach.
spirit of good fellowship, Don Keach presented a copy of Torrance's book
20,000 Joss UNDER THE SEA to the Mayor on behalf of the group. Following the success of the visit, it is hoped that further American divers will be able to enjoy the hospitality of the people of Gosport
and the comradeships of divers of the Royal Navy Submarine Museum and the Museum of Diving and Undersea Exploration.
Museum of Diving and Undersea Exploration, telephone 011 44 181 531 2508
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DIVE INTO HISTORY
Monterey, California
The second annual HDSUSA Monterey Dive Into History was held in September at Point Lobos State Reserve in Carmel
California. Organized by Scrap Lundy and Jerry Loomis the program lured the diving faithful to the spectacular dive site at
Whaler's Cove where the day's operations were held. Several 'legendary' divers were on hand to assist with the heavy gear
operations which featured Ace Parnell in an unusual low volume helmet that looked suspiciously like a modified McCray bonnet on a Yokohama breastplate. Scrap got to test a Widolf
mask that Bob Kirby had recently rebuilt for him. But the highlight of the water activities
was unquestionably the former Ms. Carolyn
Strawn, now Mrs. Parnell, taking her first
heavy gear dive. Tended by an 'Ace' team of
antique tenders, Carolyn serviced this postnuptial agreement with great style and grace.
The midday HDS barbecue lunch at Hudson
House again turned into a lively divers social
gathering with Roy Hattori and Don Wobber
recounting some early adventures. The afternoon lecture program commenced with
Bonnie Cardone who delivered a colorful presentation on the wrecks of the area, drawing
on material from her book Shipwrecks (~f
Southern California. Bonnie was followed by
the world renowned and revered diver, 'ProCarolyn sfirst dive.
fessor' Robert Kirby, who kept the attentive
audience spellbound as he delivered a highly technical presentation on one of his
Many hands make masks work?
numerous legendary contributions to the advancement of diver safety and comfort.
Scrap in a Widolf.
Unfortunately I have
lost the notes that I took during this feast of creative technology but
I seem to recall that Prof. Kirby delivered his program from inside a
set of heavy gear. The setting was supposed to be the deck of an
Abalone boat, and the presentation had something to do with passing
a small empty can down the through the inside of his diving dress,
then after some internal gymnastics, the can was somehow retrieved
back via the same route but was now full of liquid which, to adequately reproduce the effect of a rolling deck of an Abalone boat,
the 'Professor' promptly dumped on some unsuspecting soul in the
front row, creating havoc among those sitting nearby.
The benefit of this lecture to diving history somehow escaped me,
but it certainly touched a special spot with the attendees, as I cannot
recall witnessing a lecture by ANY diver that received the ovation
that this audience gave the 'Professor' for his almost unforgettable
Joe Hlebica, Ace Parnell and Scrap Lundy.
presentation.
I did note that the guy in the front row wasn't clapping though.

DIVING TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL
INC.
BECOME A SCUBA REPAIR TECHNICIAN!
Learn equipment repair from the first and only facility of its kind.
Hands-on, one week - 40 hr. program, all major makes and types.
For Society members, emphasis on Antiquated Equipment
(We also restore Dacor, U.S. Divers, and Nemrod 2 hose regs.)
for more info. call Rudy Mola at
(954) 748-4772 or fax (954)748-0637
HISTORICAL DIVER No.13 Fall 1997
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Diving History Seminar; Espalion, France.
I arrived at Rodez airport on Thursday night and was collected,
together with my fellow passenger Jeff Hakko, by M. Cabrolie Jr.
who delivered us to the Hotel Moderne in Espalion where the other
40 or so attendees were already propping up the bar and enthusing
over all maters relating to diving.
Friday morning saw us gathered at the 15th century Vieux Palais,
overlooking the river, where we were welcomed to Espalion by LordMayor M. Cayron and by the Director of the Musee de Scaphandre,
M. Cabrolie. There followed a fascinating lecture by Philippe
Rousseau on "The inventions of Rouquayrol and Denayrouze".
After coffee, Jean-Pierre lmbert delivered his talk on "The evolution of decompression tables," an interesting account of man's painful discovery of caisson disease, the slow understanding and eventuSeminar organizers Jan de Groot and Philippe Rousseau. ally, the remedy.
After a brief introduction to the museum, we departed through the
streets of Espalion to the ancient red stone church of St. Jean, in which the museum is housed. There followed an hour or so of
meandering through the extensive collection of diving apparatus and artifacts which include pumps, suits and helmets from Siebe
Gorman, Drager and Piel, the Rouquayrol Denayrouze apparatus and numerous self-contained free diving apparatus from Fenzy,
La Spirotechnique, Commenhies and others. In the afternoon we gravitated towards the river where the diving demonstration was
about to begin aboard a flat boat moored between the two bridges.
It was a big day indeed for the town of Espalion with many of the local residents turning out to watch, including all the children,
shepherded from school by their teachers to line the parapets of the bridges and witness the re-enactment of events which had
taken place in the same spot over a hundred and thirty years ago.
We were treated to demonstrations of the Rouquayrol, Denayrouze apparatus, with its groin (pig nose) mask glinting in the sun,
firstly fed by hose from the original rocking lever pump and then self-contained. Philippe Rousseau then dived with his original
Le Prieur apparatus, followed by a demonstration, by the ever suave Jean- Pierre Arguel, of an early Cousteau Gagnan Aqualung
and a LAMA bubble helmet. Commentaries by the Lord-Mayor and the Museum's Director echoed around the town and the late
summer sun shone down on history and the people of Espanion.
After the demonstrations we all gathered back at the Vieux Palais for coffee and a brief talk by Jaap Stenger on the PICARD
oxy-hydrogen cutting torch, designed 75 years ago and still doing good service. The final lecture of the day came once again from
Phillippe Rouseau on "The early development of autonomous diving in France," in which he talked about the work of Le Prieur,
Commenhies, Herail, Cousteau and Gagnan.
Saturday saw us all gathered once again a the Vieux Palais for an extremely informative talk by Dr. Claude Robinet on "The
beginnings of scuba diving in the French navy 1945-1960," which was amply illustrated with slides showing many early prototype and experimental diving apparatus and other equipment such as suits, weight belts etc., developed by GERS. After a brief
coffee break, Dr. Joe Bauer gave his talk on "The origins of demand regulators" in which he traced the concept of swim-diving
and the development of the demand regulator from earlier gas regulating valves. He finished with a demonstration of a homemade
version of Guillaumet's demand valve of 1838, ingeniously made from a Tupperware box and sundry plumbing fittings, and using
an inflated party balloon as a compressed air source. This very enterprising demonstration showed
how simple a device the demand regulator actually is.
There followed a video show of some early film footage of Le Prieur and others. In the afternoon, the previous days diving demonstrations were repeated in the river and then it was back to
the Vieux Palais for the last of our talks, "Roberto Galeazzi, magician of the deep" presented by
Giancarlo Berttoli. After showing of more old film footage, the seminar was appraised and
officially closed by Jan De Groot and Philippe Rousseau, to both of whom much well earned
appreciation was shown by all those present.
Once again we spilled out into the street and made our way to the museum for Philippe's coup
de gras, an unexpected close look at the famous French Deane/Siebe helmet, which was admired, caressed, examined and tried on by everyone who could get close enough. The early
evening saw us gathered in the Town hall for an aperitif and a concluding address by the Lord
Mayor.
The seminar was a truly international affair, with over 40 attendees from nine countries. Sincere thanks are due to everyone who took part, particularly Jan De Groot and Philippe Rosseau
who jointly organised it so well, to Lucien Cabrolie for his unstinting hospitality, to Jill Desvergne
who Anglicised the French for those of us who couldn't understand, to the staff of the Hotel
Moderne and, lastly, to the people of Espalion.
Le groin mask.
Peter Jackson.
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HDS Annual Rally 1997
San Pedro California
The West Coast Chapter of the ADC
met in San Pedro, CA., November 79 1997 at the San Pedro Hilton hotel.
The events were graciously co-hosted
by John Schwitters, Alek Haidos and
the staff of the College of Oceaneering
at their facility in Wilmington.
HDS USA was well represented by
many members and several society directors. HDS was tasked with the
usual diving equipment displays and
heavy gear demonstration. This
year's heavy gear demo featured veteran helmet designer Bob Kirby diving in one of his first modified
DESCO helium recirculator helmet.
He provided the audience with a rare
opportunity to get a first hand look at
this unique and effective piece of
headgear. Bob then was efficiently
dressed in for a quick jump by an HDS
top side team consisting of member
Ace Parnell, Scrap Lundy and ChairRandy Cummings
Bob Kirby
man Dr. Paul Linaweaver. Don
Barthelmess ran the rack.
Commemorative jumps were also made by ADC Executive Director Ross Saxon and ADC West Coast Chapter Chair Randy
Cummings.
Much thanks goes out to Ace Parnell for his help in the diving demos once again, and ensuring that the crowd was properly
cooled off at lunch with one of his specially blended (and we mean blended .. ) margaritas.
Andy Lentz from HDS Headquarters provided the crowds with a look at new HDS products including a new MkV Tee-shirt
(which was selling like hot cakes) as well as the new HDS pins. Torrance Parker's 20,000 JoBs UNDER THE SEA was also the new
hot item being picked in the book section.
HDS Director Nick learn was on hand help out and to display his spread of scuba antiques and share his knowledge with
young and old. Jeff Dennis brought along a sampling of rare diving books to whet everyone's appetite for collectibles.
The HDS product sales and displays would not have been possible had it not been for the hard work of people like HDS
member/volunteers Judy Shepard, Robert Shepard, Claudia Kirby and Jane Dunham.
Friday afternoon featured a lunch at the Hilton with keynote speaker Lad Randleman from the HDS Advisory Board. Laddie
provided a historical overview of the evolution of commercial oil field diving as he knows it. He presented everyone with our
"family tree" in block diagram format. Lad walked the audience through their growth roots to present day pointing out the many
companies and personnel who have come and gone over the years. It was not only educational for all concerned, but it gave
everyone an opportunity to look at the big picture of how closely related firms in the U.S. industry really are.
Lad was introduced by none other than his old friend Phil Nuytten. Phil was quick to point out that Laddie was taught to dive
by Bob Ratcliffe who was then promptly summoned to the stage by Lad. Ratcliffe was then asked to tend Lad's microphone
lead as he spoke, since as Lad pointed out- "Ratcliffe has always been my line tender." It was an enjoyable talk and good to see
so many of the West Coast Commercial diving pioneers having a good time. The only thing that was missing was the abalone
on the plate.
The HDS lecture program took place on Sunday morning and featured presentations by three of our knowledgeable members. Tracy Robinette of Divematics gave a detailed technical accounting on the history of re breathers. Long time wreck diver
Mike Smith gave an accounting of early U.S. Navy diving followed by a colorful slide presentation on the historic wrecks of
Iron Bottom Sound that he had explored. Board member Nick learn covered the time line of scuba demand regulators, starting
back in the early 1800's and covering the various manufacturers of the early American double hose regulators ..
Don Barthelmess
Photos © 1997 Don Barthelmess
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History on the Riviera

Antibes Film Festival, HDS ltalia 3rd Annual Conference, Xarifa
By James Forte
As the world wide network of diving historians continues to
expand so do the opportunities to visit these divers from other
countries who share our interests. Such was the case in October of this year when various members in Europe hosted a visit
by myself and Leslie to the French Riviera, the birthplace of
recreational diving. Our rendezvous was Antibes, France, where
American Guy Gilpatric wrote the world's first sports diving
book The Compleat Goggler, which was published in 1938. In
more recent timeAntibes has been the home of Festival Mondial
De L'image Sous-Marine, which, translated into English, means
World Festival of Underwater Images. This year marked the
24th annual Festival which was titled "Diving in the USA."

Bernard Delmotte, Jean-Michel Cousteau and Andre Laban
review Historical Diver Magazine
Our host, and President of the show, Daniel Mercier, has done
a fantastic job of putting on a world class event that all who
love the sea and it's images should attend. His unofficial mission statement went something like " Our festival is to showcase underwater photo, film & its makers while bringing together people from around the world who love the ocean." He
certainly did that. What Daniel and others have put together is
the premier international underwater imaging festival. The
festival includes contests for paintings, books, cd-rom, slide,
prints, slide shows, video and film of virtually all aspects in
underwater imaging. The exhibition center consisted of a host
hotel with two levels of indoor display's relating to photography, travel & equipment, multiple presentation rooms running
continuous films and slide shows. In addition to these indoor
facilities a large portable hall adjoining the hotel was erected
for more exhibits and functions. Outside portable diving tanks
were used for free diving demonstrations and scuba experience demos. To help celebrate this years theme several photographers from the US were invited to participate in the Festival. Frank Fennel, President of Nikon Underwater Systems
was this year's Honorary President of the Festival. Guest photographers exhibiting from the U.S. included David Doubilet
of National Geographic, HDS USA member Brad Doane of
Aquatic Imagery Productions, Lynn Funkhouser marine photo
journalist and Amos Nachoum photo journalist and film maker
of marine mammals and predators in the sea. HDS USA Advisory Board Member Jean-Michel Cousteau held the position
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President of the
Jury
Films
Grand Format.
JMC was not
the only member of Cousteau
history present.
Philippe
Tailliez, who in
1936 (61 years
ago)
was
French Aqualung case.
Jacques- Yves
Cousteau's first diving partner, wandered the exhibits and also
gave a presentation. Andre Laban, who spent 20 years as a
Cousteau team member, was present with a display of his underwater paintings, which I might add, he actually painted underwater. Bernard Delemotte, accompanied by his beautiful wife
Christine, was another Calypso stalwart who was present.
Numerous other historical diving figures made the rounds including Guy Poulet, who will be familiar to scuba historians as
the author of Newnes Complete Guide to Underwater Swimming first published in the U.S. in 1964. We also met Christian
Petron director of photography for "The Big Blue," "The 5th
Element" and who also worked with Graham Hawkes on the
Deep Rover project and was recently involved with the film
'Titanic." HDSUSA member Philippe Rousseau has been a fixture at the Festival for 14 years, sitting on panels and juries,
and this year attended with his girlfriend Fabienne and daughter Vanessa. Between the three of them they ensured that we
got to see and meet everyone, and along with Daniel, were
perfect hosts. Hopefully we can repay their hospitality one day.

Hans Hass, Com.te Raimondo Bucher, and Lotte Hass.
Once we had finally bought every available used diving book
in town we headed East, along some of the most spectacular
coastal scenery in the world, towards Italy, to attend the HDS
Italia's third annual convention in Genova.
Genova, Italy is just a few hours up the road from Antibes,
and is home to many diving pioneers and manufacturers including Cressi-sub, Mares, Seac Sub and Technisub. Our destination was the Hotel Bristol Palace where we were staying as
guests of the HDS ltalia for their weekend rally celebrating the
HISTORICAL DIVER No. 13 Fall 1997

history of underwater photography. European driving is not for
the faint of heart, and Genova during the rush hour on a Thursday night is definitely no exception. Once you find your final
parking space the next thing you need is a bar. At the hotel we
were welcomed by Faustolo Rambelli, President of HDS Italia,
and a group of other Society members. To our surprise we
learned that the program of events started that evening with a
banquet at a near by restaurant. Prior to our arrival, Leslie had
told me that I would also be meeting Hans and Lotte Hass. A
great thrill in itself. Little did I expect to be seated next to Hans
at dinner, an honor for which I will be forever grateful to our
Italian hosts. Our dinner conversation covered not only diving,
but ski-ing, which Hans still pursues every winter in the Alps.
We were also joined by Society President of Honor Luigi
Ferraro, a legendary Italian diver.
The HDS Italia's 3rd Annual Conference was held at the
Aquarium of Genova and it's theme was underwater photography. The Conference was held in a beautiful presentation room
with tiered seating and excellent a!v facilities. The room was
almost filled to capacity and among the attendees were several

as many other languages I later found
out, but that morning
he decided to deliver
his presentation in English,
having
Frederico translate
into Italian. His humor
and dramatization of
events from the past
will live with me forever.
The Society
presented the three
HDS ltalia 1997
Awards to Hans,
Com.te Raimondo
Bucher, who has had a
lengthy and adventurLuigi Ferraro.
ous career in underwater photography among other exploits, and Dr. Folco Quilici,
author of the The Blue Continent and an early under water
photographer.
After a break for lunch a re-creation of Louis Bouton taking
picture's in the 1890's, was presented in the aquarium's shark
tank. A helmet diver used a replica camera housing made by
one of the Society members complete with an original camera
of the period. This was especially interesting to me as I am
currently working in the field of underwater photography and
studying it's history. After the tank presentation the speakers
program continued with Raimondo Bucher, Folco Quilici,
Massino Clementi, Andrea Ghisotti, Alessandro Olschki and
Gaetano Cafiero. The HDS ltalia also had a display gallery
where they had placed a progression of underwater photography dating back to the 30's and 40's. Many of these images
are to be found in the excellent Society publication Lafotografia
Subacquea written by Danilo Cedrone. One of the high lights
of our visit was a tour above the aquarium's shark tank guided
by Society secretary Gian Paolo Vistoli.
Hans Hass and Falco Quilici receive
The next day there was a diving demonstration in the harHDS ltalia Awards.
bor just in front of the Aquarium. The Society put on a working equipment display using a traditional hand pump and 6
uniformed naval officers as well as
divers in Italian and French helnumerous diving professionals.
mets. Prior to our departure the
The welcoming address was
HDS Italia kindly gave us copies
given by HDS ltalia Vice President
of various of their publications and
Federico De Strobel, and was folposters for the HDSUSA archives.
lowed with a presentation by
Our visit as guests of HDS Italia
Danilo Cedrone on the early phowas most memorable. We would
tography of Louis Boutan. Louis
like to particularly thank Faostolo
Boutan is accredited with taking
Rambelli, Frederico De Strobel
some of the earliest underwater
and Gian Paolo Vistoli for their
photographs in the 1890's using a
generous and courteous hospitalhoused camera and flash. Next
ity to us, not only as members of
came Hans Hass with a presentathe HDS but, more importantly, as
tion of slides followed by his early
members of the international frafilm of "Man and Sharks." Watchternity of divers. Graci.
Faustolo Rambelli, President of HDS Italia,
ing and listening to Hans is a
On the recommendation of Hans
Leslie Leaney, James Forte and HDS Italia
memory that will never be forgot& Lotte Hass we next made our
Vice President Federico De Strobel.
ten. He could speak Italian, as well
way to Monaco to visit the port of
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Xarifa in Monte Carlo harbor.

Monte Carlo. Our intention was to see and possibly board the
Xarifa, the legendary sailing vessel used by Hans and Lotte for
many of their expeditions. The Xarifa is currently moored there
and Lotte pointed out its precise location on a postcard showing the harbor. It's owner is the retired president of Coca Cola
Italy, who makes his residence on board and thankfully did not
change the name of the vessel when he acquired it from Hans
in the early 1960's. We were able to find the Xarifa moored
just where Lotte had said, looking more beautiful than we ever
expected. Leslie noticed a crew member on board and quickly
scaled the gangway to politely introduced himself. The crew
member turned out to be the Xarifa's captain, Angelo, who after consulting below decks with Mr Traglio the owner, invited
us on board. We were warmly received by Mr Traglio, and after presenting him with a copy of the Hans and Lotte issue of
Historical Diver, we set off to explore Xarifa with Angelo as
our guide. Starting at the bow of the vessel we worked our
way through the bowels of the ship and then up on to the deck.
Few changes have been made since the days of the great Xarifa
research vessel. One noteworthy item remaining from the old
days was the original engine. Most of the interior had been
elegantly restored orremodeled for a home look verses the previous research decor. Externally Xarifa was still looking as it
had 40 years ago when it was used as a scientific vessel by
Hans and Lotte.

'itlie. £xy(orer
Relive the mariner spirit captured in a fine

pewter diver, 2 314 • tall.
Rugged, cla88ic, & su~able
for home or office display.

To order. sand $15 check
or money order plus $2
lhipping & handling (IL residents add .ons tax) to:
lha EJIIIIoNr
P.O. Box 144

Park Forest, IL 60466
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As diving historians we were extremely pleased to
see that this truly
historic diving vessel is being preserved in a manner
befitting it's status.
The condition of
Xarifa is absolutely
superb and a visual
testament to Mr.
Traglio's pride of
ownership.
We had crammed
a lot into our brief
Riviera visit and
had established
friend ships with
Xarifa s Captain Angelo and
several European
owner Mr. Traglio.
divers. There was
also a lot we didn't see, and I hope to be able to return to pick
up the trail of diving history sometime soon.
Photos © 1997 James Forte.

E.R. CROSS

An interview with a Master Diver
A reflection on a 60+ year career in diving, including U.S. Navy,
the Normandie, diver education and more. Features 20 minutes of
original B/W footage on the
Sparling School of Deep Sea Diving, circa 1950's and numerous period diving photographs.
Produced exclusively for the
HDSUSA by MOCEAN Video.
Color. VHS. 45 minutes. In plastic
box with picture sleeve. $23.95 plus
$5.00 pp domestic. Contact
HDSUSA for overseas shipping rates.
CA residents add 7.75% sales tax.
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IN MEMORY

John. D. Craig
April 28 1903-August 30 1997
One of the few American helmet divers to have a public profile, John D. Craig recently passed away in Arizona after a
long illness. His 1938 book DANGER IS MY BusiNEss introduced the reading public to his early underwater Hollywood
movie career and was reprinted several times. He was involved with equipment pioneer Max Gene Nohl and the 1937
world record dive on helium in Lake Michigan and various other projects of the period with Nohl, Edgar End M.D. and
James Lockwood. Later he served in the Army Air Corps during World War II, flying more than 35 missions in Europe
and Africa. His military awards include the Legion of Merit, Distinguished Flying Cross and Purple Heart. He was
commanding officer of the Bikini A-bomb camera unit that followed the 1946 tests in the South Pacific. Diving remained
an interest, and with Morgan Degn he co-authored the 1965 book INVITATION TO SKIN AND ScuBA DIVING. He also served
with the Los Angeles Sheriff's Department diving team. He maintained his Hollywood connections and hosted five
television series, winning three Emmy Award nominations. John D. Craig was an early promoter of diving technology
and of diving adventure. During a time when the people perceived the world of the diver as constant combat with
monsters of the deep, John D. Craig's work gave many Americans their first exposure to the real hazards, dangers and
romance of diving. His attempts to educate the public to the real world of the diver earn him a place as a true American
diving pioneer. He is survived by his wife Millie, two daughters and seven grandchildren. We hope to provide a fuller
accounting of his influential career in a later edition.

Dimitri Rebikoff
May 6, 1921-August 4, 1997
"I left for the deep oceans, one of the greatest creations. Just remember the good times we passed together."

Born in Paris between the wars, Dimitri Rebikoff pursued his interest in photography before becoming involved diving.
He was an early member of Club Alpin Sous-Marin where his enthusiasm for underwater photography was shared by
several other members. Numerous of his inventions were firsts in the field of underwater photography and he was a
leader in developing color photography, electronic flash and underwater television. He and his wife Ada were fully
involved in the development of recreational diving in the Mediterranean, and his 1952 French book ExPLORATION SousMARINE contained a preface by his friend Commandant Yves Le Prieur. The book was later translated into English and
published in America as FREE DIVING in 1956. Dimitri was also a keen aviator and successfully developed an elaborate
early winged diver propulsion vehicle called Pegasus. His passion for underseas flying were recorded in his 1956 book
EN AVION So us LA MER and L' AVIATION Sous-MARINE in 1962. He eventually relocated to Fort Lauderdale, Florida where
he established a machine shop and worked on underwater projects for the U.S. Navy. Hans Hass remembers Dimitri as
"one of diving's true pioneers" and an article on his career is scheduled for a future issue.
HISTORICAL DIVER No.l3 Fall1997
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James Lockwood on Dimitri Rebikoff
We have over recent issues had the good fortune to receive correspondence from James Lockwood who was involved with
numerous interesting diving developments and characters during his lengthy career. With the passing of Colonel John D. Craig,
James is "the last of the Milwaukee gang" still alive. The following are some of his edited correspondence.
August 20, 1997.
Dear Historical Divers,
Well, time marches on. I knew Dimitri was in a wheel chair. I met him in Cannes, France in 1953. Dimitri took me
diving on Greek wrecks. He was the first person who could dive to a great depth and had an underwater camera that took
colored pictures of the reefs. (Later) he heard I was in Paris and contacted me. He gave a lecture at the Univ. of Paris. I
had a front seat near the podium. His lecture was underwater diving (presented) in color. Of course I didn't understand
French. A woman seated next to me spoke English and asked if my name was Lockwood and I said yes. She said Dimitri
wishes to introduce you to the 200 people. I felt terrible, dressed in corduroy jacket and pants. Every person was in
formal dress. Dimitri told them that I was one of the early divers from the United States. I got a standing ovation!
Through Dimitri I got to meet all the well known underwater personnel in France. Dimitri showed me a 6 page
spread in National Geographic all about his underwater exploits. I was introduced to Lord Mountbatten of Burma who
would go to Cannes to learn to dive underwater. He liked to ride an underwater surfboard (sled) behind the boat. I helped
Dimitri get established in the U.S. He and his wife Ada moved to Fort Lauderdale, Florida. In the airport there he
established a machine shop and made secret items for the U.S. Navy. It was a very secure set up. I would have had a hard
time getting in unless I called someone I knew. He developed motor driven equipment to remove mines from the rivers
of Vietnam. Dimitri wrote books on diving published in English, French and German. He came to Chicago for lectures.
He visited me at my parents home in Racine and I took him to Milwaukee, 25 miles away. I introduced him to Max Gene
Noh!. They became good friends.
Rebikoff's father was an Admiral in the Czar's Navy. At the time of the Revolution they were, I believe, in a summer
home near the border of Persia. They went across the border and then to France where Dimitri grew up.
Thy friend,
James Lockwood, Illinois.

New Statue

Lar V Combat Diver
The HDS is proud to offer to our members the next in our series of
collectible diver statues. This issues offer is a highly detailed
8" (including base) cold cast bronze statue of aLar V diver
mounted on a hard wood base. It is an original design,
individually hand finished by HDS member Agustin
Rodriguez. This issue is available at the member price
of$135.00unti1March 15th 1998.0rdersreceived
after this date will be billed at the regular price
of $155.00. The price includes shipping and
handling in the U.S. An additional $20.00
shipping and handling is required for
overseas orders. The MkV Diver and the
SuperLite® 17 diver previously offered are
currently available at the regular price of
$155.00 (plus $20.00 overseas S&H).
Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery. Order
form on page 55.
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IN MEMORY
Peter Stackpole
1913-1997
A pioneer underwater photographer, Peter Stackpole was active during the early days
of recreational diving. One of the original four Life magazine photographers, he gained
his initial fame with his stunning photographs of the construction of the Golden Gate
and Bay bridges in San Francisco. These photos led to an association with Group f/64,
an enormously influential group of 1930's photographers including Ansel Adams, Edward Weston and Imogen Cunningham. He was an early user of compact 35mm cameras
during a time when most photographers were using large 4 X 5 speed Graphics and
Graflexes. He later pioneered the field of underwater photography and invented several
kinds of acrylic cases and other kinds of related equipment.

William Hancock
June 1914- August 1997
Bill Hancock started diving in about 1938 and later joined the Commonwealth Salvage Company after their salvaging
of the Niagara's gold. He worked with both Captain Williams and Johnno Johnson. He was also involved with many
inshore construction projects including bridges in Hobart Tasmania and the Birkenhead Bridge at Port Adelaide South
Australia. He joined the DHSASEA earlier this year and was scheduled to be a guest speaker which, according to his
family, he was eagerly looking forward to. Members of the DHSASEA send their sympathies to Bill's relatives and
friends. He will be constantly remembered in the Memorial section of the Society's membership list.- Bob Ramsay

Rob Palmer
1952-1997
One of Britain's most popular modern era divers, Rob Palmer, failed to return from a
dive in the Egyptian Red Sea in May 1997. Universally acknowledged as a pioneer of
both cave and technical diving, he made his base in the Bahamas where he founded
The Blue Holes Foundation. His wife Steffie has now renamed the organization as the
Rob Palmer Blue Holes Foundation. Rob wrote two books about his explorations there,
'The Blue Holes of the Bahamas' and 'Deep Into the Blue Holes.' He was a member of
the Explorer's Club, a director ofT.D.I. Europe and an instructor for the British Cave
Diving Group. His diving adventures were international in scope and many of them are
recorded in magazines focused on technical diving. A full accounting of his sadly short
career is printed in Britain's Historical Diving Times, issue 19. We shall miss his unique
charm and talent.

Dr. Raymond E. Rogers
The inventor of PADI's Recreational Dive Planner, Dr. Rogers was the first to apply decompression theory to write a
table for the unique needs of nonstop diving repetitive multi-day diving. The human tests that validated the RDP concepts legitimized not only the Table and The Wheel versions of the RDP, but the multi level diving with computers. In
1995 he adapted the RDP to the uses of enriched air, which resulted in the EANx RDPs introduced in 1995. An active and
regular speaker at scientific conferences, Dr. Rogers earned many recognition's for his achievements including the PADI
Hallmark of Excellence Award for Safety. Reprinted from Alert Diver
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OFFICIAL SOCIETY
MERCHANDISE
NEW
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OFFICIAL HDS PATCH.

Gold woven Augustus Siebe helmet and
Society name and logo on Deep Blue cloth
) back ground. 2 l/2 inches in dia. $4.50
J each. p&p $1.00 each. Free p&p if ordered
,.._____::// with any other HDSUSA items.
(J, \

"'~\

HDS USA DECAL
Features HDS USA logo in metallic brass and copper
tones, with black lettering on a white background. 4 inches
round. $ 1.50 each plus $1.00 p&p, for up to ten decals.
Free p&p if ordered with other HDS USA items.

LAPEL PIN
The official Society lapel pin in solid Sterling Silver will be available to MEMBERS
ONLY, shown here at its approximate size.
$25.00. (Also available in brass finish
$10.00) p&p $3.00 domestic, $6.00 overseas. CA. Residents add 7.75% sales tax.

OFFICIAL SOCIETY POLO SHIRT
The Society Polo Shirt is 100% cotton
\C\).\ Divi~~g s.
ma~e in the USA. Dark Blu~ ~ith Gold ::/r:i"· ~~.\ 00"'h.
Society helmet logo and official motto.
~ _
.~
Sizes L, XL &XXL. $30.00, p&p $8.00
,':.
domestic, $12.00 overseas. CA. res. add«- ·~'<!
~~.·.····~t/·.;·/·-; "'
"'V0~,. c-~</tC <:".;;..,
7 75 -;o sa1es tax,
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The California Abalone Industry,
A Pictorial History
by A.L. "Scrap" Lundy,

1997, 240pp., 324 photographs,
charts, tables, bibliography, list of
people interviewed (90), glossary,
index. Reviewed in HD 10.

Hardbound limited edition of 200 copies ONLY, available exclusively from HDSUSA with numbered and signed book plate. Each
book can be personally inscribed by the author on request. $100.
Softbound First Edition limited to 1800 copies ONLY. $39.50.
Authors personal inscription by request.
Shipping: $8 domestic p&p, CAres. add $7.75 tax. Over seas $12
p&p.
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NEW ITEM
OFFICIAL SOCIETY
MKV POLO SHIRT
This
Polo Shirt is 100% cotton made in the USA.
Dark Blue with Silver and gold MkV logo . Sizes L, XL
&XXL. $30.00, p&p $8.00 domestic, $12.00 overseas. CA.
res. add 7.75% sales tax.

HDSUSA Exclusive
1918 U.S. Navy Diving School
Student Course Notes
The original hand written course
notes of U.S. Navy diver Frank W.
Himsel reproduced in full, with accompanying text and various photos
of Frank in diving equipment. Made
available to the HDSUSA by his
nephew, Frank Schroeder. Additional
original photos of U.S. Navy divers
using pre-Mark V equipment are also
included. $20 plus $5 p&p domestic
and $8 overseas. CA residents add
7.75% sales tax.

FOR SALE
ORIGINAL DEEP SEA
DIVING HELMET
A limited edition of20 DESCO 60th
anniversary Abalone Divers helmet.
These helmets are fully functional
and constructed to the original catalog specifications. $3500 F. 0. B.
Milwaukee For further details contact DESCO Vice President Ric
Koellner.
Phone 414-272-2371
Fax 414-272-2373.

NEW ITEM
Official HDSUSA
U.S. Navy Mark V T-shirt

Mark V helmet in silver with gold trim on the back of
100% USA made cotton T-shirt. Smaller Mark V on
front pocket area. White or Ash, sizes L, XL, XXL.
$15 plus $3.00 domestic p&p $8.00 overseas p&p.
CAres add 7.75% sales tax.
HISTORICAL DIVER No. 13 Fall1997

TROIS INVENTEURS MECONNUS
By Capitaine Jacques Michel
1980, Editions Musee Joseph Vaylet. 220 pages. Color and B & W.
Hardbound. From The Musee Joseph Vaylet, Espalion, France.
(See HISTORICAL DIVER #II for details of the Musee)
The story ofROUQUAYROL and DENAYROUZE and the development of their regulator and 1860's scuba apparatus. Profusely illustrated with period wood prints, photographs and diagrams. The text is
in French but the book contains a wealth of rare visual information
for anyone interested in self contained or surface supplied equipment.
Featured equipment includes Augustus Siebe, Cabirol, Lemaire
d' Angerville, Galibert, Le Prieur, Cousteau Gagnan, One Atmosphere
suits by Carmagnole and Neufeldt Knuhke, Ia Spirotechnique, Comex,
plus numerous prints and photos of ROUQUAYROL and
DENAYROUZE units including the Aerophore and several wood prints
from 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea. This is a rare opportunity to
acquire this very important book on diving history. We have a VERY
LIMITED SUPPLY. $35.00. p & p $5.00 domestic, $8.00 overseas.
CA. residents add 7.75% sales tax.

VIDEOS
20,000 LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA.
1916 Williamson Bros. Original.
Features period equipment and the submarine fight with the
Giant Octopus. (For the story of the making of this classic movie
refer to TAKE ME UNDER THE SEA by Tom Burgess, available
from HDSUSA books.) 105 minutes. Color tinted B/W. $22.00
plus $5.00, OS $8.00 p&p. CAres. add 7.75% sales tax.

ACTUAL
SIZE

HDS USA EXCLUSIVE. LAPEL PINS
Cast bronze lapel pins of the original Deane Siebe helmet. Manufactured with a high degree of accuracy these
pins detail not only the helmets rotating mouth disk,
but also the solder repair on the breast plate!
The pins were commissioned exclusively for the HDS
USA by SEA PEARLS of Minnesota and approved
by SIEBE GORMAN AND CO., LTD. $5.00 each
inc. p&p. Overseas $7.00 including p&p. CA residents
add 7.75% sales tax.

UNITED STATES NAVY
US NAVY DIVING
MANUAL VOLUME I&II
Recently revised editions.
Volume I. Air diving only. Scuba and
surface demand $57.00 including
binder, p&p $5.00. Volume II. Mixed
gas diving only. $37.00 including
binder, p&p $5.00. Both Volumes
$89.00, p&p $8.00.
For overseas shipping contact HDSUSA.

SOCIETY T-SHIRT
The original Society T-Shirt featuring the
1874 wood print "Diving in Deep Waters"
showing 10 divers operating around a
three light pearler helmet. Made in the
USA. 100% cotton. Color: Black or ash
gray (please specify). Sizes M, L, XL.
XXL. $15.00 plus $3.00 domestic, $8.00
OS postage. CA residents add 7.75% sales
tax.

US NAVY DIVER'S HANDBOOK
1996 REVISED EDITION
This handbook provides a convenient and readily-available pocket guide (4 x 6114) to air decompression procedure and table administration of recompression treatment
chamber operations and emergency first aid procedures.
Pocket-sized, with waterproof and tear proof pages. An
essential tool for all professional divers, tenders, hyperbaric chamber operators diving physicians, and sport
divers. The revised handbook contains color dive tables
and charts, is plastic covered with spiral binding and contains the new 1996 changes from the US Navy Diving
Manual Volume I. $28.00 p&p $4.00 domestic, $8.00
overseas.

U.S. MILITARY DIVING INSIGNIA

US Navy
Diver First Class

Army
Master Diver

EXPERIMENTAL DIVING UNIT.
T-SHIRTS.
EDU insignia, as shown, on breast
(B & W) and on back (B,W &
GOLD) on white shirt. Sizes L,
XL. $15.00 each. $5 p&p domestic first shirt, $3 each additional.
$8 overseas first shirt, $5 each additional. Proceeds go to EDU Morale and Welfare Fund and
HDSUSA. CAres. add 7.75% Tax.
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US Navy
Scuba Diver
US Navy
Salvage Diver

US Navy
Diver Second Class

PINS SHOWN ACTUAL SIZE
U.S. METAL INSIGNIA PINS $7.00each (all5 pins for $30.00)
including p&p. OVERSEAS $9.00 each (all5 pins for $35.00)
including p&p. CA Residents add 7.75% sales tax.
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BOOKS FOR SALE
TAKE ME UNDER THE SEA.
THE DREAM MERCHANTS OF THE DEEP . By Tom Burgess
1994. 1st Edition. 1,000 copies only. Details the creative contributions of Jules Verne, Zahr Pritchard and the Williamson Brothers in
delivering the wonders of the underwater world to the general public.
ESSENTIAL book for any diving library. 259 pages, B&W photos.
Soft bound. $15.00 plus $4 .00 domestic or $7.00 overseas postage.
CA residents add 7.75% sales tax.
DIVING PIONEERS, An oral history of diving in America.
By Eric Hanauer. 1994 1st Edition. Records the adventures of the pioneering divers who helped to establish scuba diving in America. A full
review appears in HD #5. The only book on American sport diving history. A valuable diving book for the historian and casual reader alike.
269 pages. B&W photos. Soft bound. $19.95 plus $3.00 domestic or $8
overseas postage. CA residents add 7.75% sales tax.
U.S. NAVY SALVAGE MANUAL 1948. Photocopied for the original 403 pages B&W photocopy velo bound. $24 plus $4.00 domestic
or $10.00 overseas postage. CA residents add 7.75% sales tax.
A PICTORIAL HISTORY OF DIVING. Edited by Bachrach,
Desiderati and Matzen. 1988. An overview of diving equipment and
procedures from ancient breath hold diving to modem deep diving
systems. 158 pages printed in color, hardbound. $87.00 plus $6.00
domestic or $12.00 overseas postage. CA residents add 7.75% sales tax.
NIAGARA'S GOLD. By Jeff Maynard. 1996. The amazing true story
of how Eight Tons of Gold was salvaged from 400 feet beneath a German mine field during World War II. Fully illustrated. For a full review
see HD #8. $15.00 plus $3.00 domestic or $6.00 overseas postage. CA
residents add 7.75% sales tax.
IN AT THE DEEP END. By Bernard Breakell. 1993 1st edition. The
personal diving recollections of a Royal Navy Diver from the 1930's
onward. Eight pages ofB&W photos including several of divers in Siebe

CLASSIFIED
Classified Rates: .25 cents per word, $2.50 minimum. Advertising
copy should be sent to: HD Classified, 2022 Cliff Dr. #119, Santa
Barbara, CA 93109 Cut off for Advertisements in HD #14 is January
31st.

COLLECTORS ONLY! Scuba items from the 70's, new in the
original boxes: Voit double hose regulators $350.00. U.S. Divers
knives $49.00, Dacor Soligen knives $69.00. Rubber masks and
fins $25.00; call for brands, models, etc. Heuer and Zodiac selfwinding watches. Kenlee's 713-946-6325
WANTED: U.S. Divers scuba tanks "J" valves from the early
1950's. Also looking for an Northhill two hose regulator.
Mark Howell, 714-770-4920, Fax 714-837-6209.
CLEARING OUT THE DEN. Heinke 6 Bolt, complete $4200.
Rare David Clark gas helmet (HOD pl56 shows air hat) missing some parts $2250. Schrader 4light commercial with most of
it's tinning, USN MK IV configuration, $3400. Soviet Navy 3
bolt with divable dress $1260. Siebe Gorman brass and leather
sandals, missing a couple of straps and a buckle $400. Last century hand formed John Date bonnet, hinged face plate with repair and missing exhaust cap, for trade. Box of 10 early single
hose regulators, as is, $100. Soviet Navy Dive Flag $110. Very
old ships cast iron anchor $350. Old 54" wooden ship's wheel
with outer rim, restored $950. New U.S. Navy canvas and brass
diver's boots $225. F.O.B. California.
Leslie 805 899 3200.

Gorman equipment. 58 pages. B&W. Soft bound. 1992. $12.00 plus L-":;:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=~
$3.50 domestic or $7.00 OS postage. CA residents add 7.75% sales tax. ;.:
THE WINCHESTER DIVER. By IANT. HENDERSON AND JOHN
CROOK. 1984. An account of the diving operation (1906-1911) of William Walker and his successful work in under pinning the foundations
of Winchester Cathedral which was built in 1079. 128 pages, B&W,
hard bound. 1984. $33.00. $5.00 domestic or $8.00 overseas postage.
CA residents add 7.75% sales tax.
DESCENT INTO DARKNESS. PEARL HARBOR, 1941. A NAVY
DIVER'S MEMOIR. By COMMANDER EDWARD C. RAYMER
USN (Ret). 1996 1st Edition. USN divers and their desperate attempts
to save crew members caught inside the sinking ships at Pearl. The salvage attempts on the Arizona, Oklahoma, Utah. West Virginia, Nevada,
and California are also covered. 214 pages, B&W photos, hardbound.
$22.00, $5.00 domestic or $8.00 OS postage. CA residents add 7.75%
10 cards and envelopes $5.00 p&p $4.00 Domestic
sales tax.
and $8.00 overseas. Cares add 7.75% sales tax.
THE INFERNAL DIVER by John Bevan. 1996 reviewed in HD
#II page 28. The definitive work on the invention and development
of the diving helmet and dress. Told through the lives of the inventors~=======================~
John and Charles Deane. Limited edition of 1,000 numbered copies.
185 figures and 24 color plates, Extensively referenced and fully in$6.00 Each Issue, (Non Members $12.00)
dexed. Hardbound. Price $110 plus $8.00 Domestic, $12.00 OS postDomestic: $2.00 p.p. first issue and $1.00 each additional issue
age. CA residents 7.75% sales tax.
Overseas: $3.00 p.p. first issue plus $1.50 each additional issue.
UK NEWSLETTERS Bound photocopies.
CA residents add 7.75% sales tax.
Domestic $3.00 p.p., Overseas $8.00 p.p.
HDS USA INAUGURAL REPORT
Volumes 1 and 2, 1991-92. 84 pages. B&W photocopy. $12.00 plus
HISTORICAL DIVER No.1 TO 11
p.p. CA residents add 7.75% sales tax.
Volume 3 1993-94 Issues 7,8 &9. 40 pages B&W photocopy card stock HISTORICAL DIVER No. 12
1810-1840 Early American Patents, Captain Jacques Yves Cousteau,
cover. $6.00 plus p.p. CA residents add 7.75% sales tax.
The
Drager Gegenlunge, E.R. Cross, Lt. Commander "Tommy" ThVolume 4 1994-95 Issues 10, 11 & 12. 64 pages B&W photocopy card stock
ompson,
DHS Australia & South East Asia, HDS Denmark, HDS
cover. $8.00 plus p.p., CAresidents add 7.75% sales tax.
Volume 5 1995-96. Issues 13, 14 & 15. 64 pages B&W photocopy, card South Africa, Connie Johnson, Asian Diver Exhibition and Conference, Classic Equipment, San torn of Boston.
stock cover. $10.00 plus p&p. CA. residents add 7.75% sales tax.

HDS Antique Diving Note Cards

Back Issues of Historical Diver
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Historical Diving Society USA Membership Application
Annual Membership Information
SPONSOR's MEMBER NuMBER:

SPONSOR NAME (PLEASE PRINT):

Class of Membership:
0 Founding Benefactor (Lifetime Membership). $1000.00
0
0 Family .................................................................. $45.00
0
0 Corporate ............................................................ $100.00
0
0 Diving Clubs ........................................................ $50.00
0 Institutional (colleges and Schools) ..................... $50.00
0
Brief description of your interest in diving. Maximum of 24 words (optional):

Individual ...............................................
Student ....................................................
Mexico and Canada ................................
Overseas .................................................

$35.00
$25.00
$45.00
$50.00

I wish my name, address, phone number and above details to be entered in the member register.O Yes ONo
Signed: .......................................................................................................... Date: ........................................

Please complete for Membership and/or Merchandise - Please Print Clearly or Type
Member No.

Name:
Address:
Postal Code:

State:

City:

Fax:

Telephone:

e-mail

Merchandise Order and Payment Information

I VISA I

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITH OUT NOTICE

DESCRIPTION

Method of payment:
D Cash 0Check (enclosed) DMO
Credit Card:

Country

D Visa D MasterCard

Card NO:
Exp. Date:
Name on Card (Please Print)
Signature
Phone Number in case there are problems

QUANTITY

SIZE

PRICE EACH

113
TOTAL

Subtotal
CA residents add 7.75% sales
Total shipping (see item description)
Total enclosed
(U.S. FUNDS ONLY, PLEASE}
Please photocopy this form.
MAIL ORDER TO:
HISTORICAL DIVING SOCIETY
c/o 2022 CLIFF DRIVE #119
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93109 U.S.A.
OR FAX WITH CREDIT CARD DETAILS TO:
805-692-0042
Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery.
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